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PURPOSE 
To contribute to the advancement of society and well-
being of humankind through compassionate innovation.
The Purpose statement of ViTrox reflects the soul of the 
company. It is the embodiment of our spirit and energy for 
our existence. We strive to achieve sustainable growth and 
profitability in our business yet we are mindful not to be overly 
attached to the material gains. We want to contribute back to 
the society that we are part of the force for good to shape this 
world into a harmonious and peaceful world for everyone.
 
This is achieved through compassionate innovation, which 
entails the spirit of love, care, empathy, and altruism. The 
innovations that we create through research and development 
shall bring about advancement and breakthroughs in 
technology that create leading-edge solutions for humankind.

VISION 
Be the world’s most trusted technology company.
We aspire to be trusted by all our stakeholders — customers, 
employees, suppliers, investors, and the community, by 
practising and upholding our I.A.C.T.G core values. We intend 
to earn and maintain a high level of trust with the altruistic spirit 
in our relationship with them.
 
By consistently delivering what we promise, they see ViTrox 
as the most credible and reliable company to work with. We 
conduct our business with uncompromised integrity and 
with the utmost respect for our stakeholders so that they feel 
comfortable and confident in our relationships.

MISSION
We are committed to providing the most innovative, 
advanced and cost effective machine vision solution of 
excellent quality to our customers through integration of 
our technology, our people and our strategic alliances.
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OBJECTIVES 
We aim to achieve:-
•  Excellent & world class products and services
•  Total customer satisfaction
•  Continuous growth and profitability
•  Long-term partnership with our customers, alliances 

and employees

STRATEGIES  
Innovation
Initiate new ideas and technological breakthroughs. We believe 
thinking “outside the box” leads to innovation.

Customer Focused
Make our customers our first priority. We offer our customers 
the best value products and services in a timely manner, 
without sacrificing quality.

Continuous Improvement
Continuously improve our products, services, and our 
organization as a whole.
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ABOUT THIS REPORT 

Since the founding of ViTrox Corporation Berhad (“ViTrox” or 
the “Company”), we have endeavoured to develop innovative 
products and sustainable solutions for our stakeholders while 
contributing to a positive societal change. Our purpose, vision 
and mission are the driving force to embed sustainability across 
the business operations. In parallel, our core values – Integrity, 
Accountability, Courage, Trust & Respect and Gratitude & Care 
(“I.A.C.T.G.”) are ingrained principles that lead us along the 
journey. At ViTrox, we firmly believe that these values are at the 
forefront of how we discharge our duties in the economy and 
society at large, the influence we can have on our communities, 
and the form of partners we want to be among our investors, 
customers and our people. 

As one of the world-leading providers of automated machine vision 
inspection solutions, we are mindful to integrate sustainability 
into our business operations. We regard sustainability through 
the lens of Environmental, Social and Governance (“ESG”), thus 
identifying and prioritising the most pressing issues to focus on 
and address.

In recognition of providing a meaningful disclosure approach to 
our valued stakeholders, we are proud to present our inaugural 
standalone Sustainability Report (the "Report") while reflecting 
our unwavering commitment to practising responsible business. 
The Report shares the details of our ongoing sustainability efforts 
and performance in the context of ESG for the financial year 
ended (“FYE”) 31 December 2021. These ESG priorities are 
further classified into five (5) Core Themes in this Report:- 

A Go-Green 
Practitioner

A Caring 
Employer

A Trusted 
Corporation

A Sustainable 
Governance

An Accountable 
Purchaser

ESG
Core Themes

Moving forward, we intend to continue reporting our 
progress annually, together with our Annual Report. For 
more information, please also refer to ViTrox’s ESG website 
(https://www.vitrox.com/esg/). If you wish to look at our previous 
reporting structure, please refer to the Sustainability Statement in
our Annual Report 2020, Page 64, published in April 2021. 

This Report has been prepared in accordance with the Global 
Reporting Initiative Standards: Core Option. The reporting 
period is from 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021. Data 
and information from past reporting cycles have been included, 
where available.

Feedback

We value your opinions and feedback for our continuous 
improvement in our sustainability initiatives and reporting 
approach. Please reach out to us through the following 
engagement channels to share your views or follow us on our 
social media page for the latest development of our sustainability 
programmes. 

Tel 604 545 9988

Fax 604 545 9987

Email esg@vitrox.com

Social media QR code

Reporting Content, Boundaries and Standards 

Global Reporting Initiative (“GRI”) 

This Report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI 
Standards: Core Option and meets the criteria of the Main Market 
Listing Requirements of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad on 
sustainability reporting as well as FTSE4Good requirements. 
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ABOUT THIS REPORT 

Reporting Content, Boundaries and Standards (cont'd)

This Report has been prepared with reference to the following 
guidelines or best practices:-

FTSE4Good Bursa Malaysia (“F4GBM”) Index and 
FTSE4Good Bursa Malaysia Shariah (“F4GBMS”) Index

We are pleased to report that in December 2021, ViTrox was 
added to the constituents of the F4GBM Index, which was 
designed to identify Malaysian companies with recognised ESG 
practices. We perform our level best in fulfilling the FTSE4Good 
ESG criteria. The inclusion in the F4GBM Index represents a new 
milestone of ViTrox and demonstrates a strong start in our ESG 
journey and commitment in our ESG practices and disclosures.

In addition, in December 2021, ViTrox was also added to the 
F4GBMS Index which was launched in July 2021 and designed 
to track constituents in the F4GBM Index that are Shariah-
compliant in accordance with the Shariah Advisory Council 
screening methodology.

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 
(“UN SDGs”)

We are committed to advancing UN SDGs to build a sustainable 
future. We identify relevant material sustainability matters through 
linking to the SDGs and we are striving to fulfil our five (5) ESG 
Core Themes to drive SDGs through our business.  
 
The information disclosed within this Report covers our primary 
operations in Penang, Malaysia, which contributes 96.97% of 
our revenue. The Report excludes performance information of 
ViTrox’s foreign subsidiaries and our associates.    

This Report demonstrates that we have considered and 
reviewed the material matters relating to the three (3) pillars – 
environmental, social and governance. We identify our material 
sustainability matters through a materiality assessment that 
focuses on ESG and consider our stakeholders’ interests through 
regular engagement. Thereupon, the key material matters 
are reviewed by our Board of Directors (“Board”) and the ESG 
Steering Committee (“ESC”) to ensure that the material matters 
are aligned with our sustainability ambition. Please refer to our 
“Stakeholder Engagement” and “Materiality Assessment” for our 
ESG approach.

Forward-looking Statement

This Report involves forward-looking statements relevant to our 
sustainability ambition, strategies and objectives connected to 
our operations, financial or non-financial performance. On certain 
occasions, these statements can be identified by terminology 
such as “would”, “expect”, “endeavour”, “goals”, “pursue”, 
“intends”, “anticipates”, “targets” and variations of similar 
expressions that do not relate to historical matters. Forward-
looking statements are based upon ViTrox’s current expectations, 
beliefs and assumptions and therefore do not guarantee future 
performance. It is inherently subject to uncertainties, risks, trends 
or factors that are difficult to predict and out of our control. 
Global economic conditions, changes in government regulations 
and evolving customers’ expectations, among others, are the 
contributing factors affecting the actual performance, results or 
materiality indicated in the forward-looking statement. 

External Assurance

At this point, there is no external assurance obtained for this 
Report. However, there are regular audits conducted by the 
independent parties, that is, internal and external auditors, in 
relation to the processes, policies and procedures mentioned in 
this Report. Additionally, our Report is reviewed and approved by 
the ESC and Board.

We endeavour to obtain an external assurance for our 
sustainability reports in the future years. 

Disclaimer Statement

Images used in this Report may have been taken before the 
COVID-19 pandemic in Malaysia. ViTrox follows Malaysia’s 
Movement Control Order and standard operating procedures 
regarding the pandemic prevention.
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Corporate Structure

ViTrox and our subsidiaries (“The Group” or “Our Group”) provide total automated machine vision solutions to serve our global 
customer base within the semiconductor, automation and electronic assembly industries. For example, outsourced assembly and test 
companies, printed circuit board manufacturers, electronic assembly companies, original equipment manufacturers, original design 
manufacturers, electronics manufacturing service providers and contract manufacturers.

Our corporate structure as at 24 March 2022 is presented below:-

ViTrox Corporation Berhad

ViTrox Technologies Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia)
Acquired on 15 June 2005

ViTrox International Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia)
Acquired on 7 January 2006

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

ViE Technologies Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia)
Acquired on 24 February 2006

100%

ViTrox Academy Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia)
Acquired on 13 February 2020

100%

ViTrox Agritech Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia)
Acquired on 13 October 2020

70%

ViTrox Americas Inc. (The USA)
Acquired on 1 March 2021

ViTrox Technologies GmbH (Germany)
Acquired on 22 February 2019

ViTrox Technologies (Suzhou) Co., Ltd. (China)
Acquired on 19 January 2006

70%

Penang Automation Cluster Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia)
Acquired on 16 January 2017

35.6%

PAC Meditech Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia)
Acquired on 29 September 2020

Location of Headquarters

Head Office
746, Persiaran Cassia Selatan 3 
Batu Kawan Industrial Park
14110 Bandar Cassia, Penang
Tel :  604 545 9988
Fax : 604 545 9987
Website : www.vitrox.com

ABOUT VITROX CORPORATION BERHAD
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ABOUT VITROX CORPORATION BERHAD

Location of Operations

ViTrox has continued to solidify our global presence as a solution provider of innovative, advanced and cost-effective automated 
vision inspection systems. To date, we have set up offices worldwide; in Malaysia, United States of America, China and Germany.  We 
continue to ride on a solid growth trajectory as a market leader by serving 685 customers from more than 40 countries worldwide. 
We remain grateful to have engaged with more than 40 entities of trusted sales channel partners through the years that reinforced 
our sales and support capacities to meet our customers’ needs better. As of 31 December 2021, we have 799 employees under the 
Group. Please refer to page 2 and 3 of our Annual Report 2021, published in April 2022, for further information on our global presence. 

Markets Served

ViTrox thrives on exploring new and adjacent market segments every year. A snapshot of our market expansion for 2019, 2020 and 
2021 is illustrated below:-
 

Revenue by Market Segment

                   

Telecommunication
23.61%

Automotive
21.82%

Computing
15.29%

Mobile
Devices
11.32%

Consumers
8.48% FYE 2021

Others 5.34%

Semiconductor 2.76%

Medical/Healthcare 3.30%

Aerospace 3.89%

Industrial 4.19%

MALAYSIA

INDONESIA

SOUTH AFRICA

UKRAINE

POLAND CANADA

UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA

MEXICO

FINLAND

GERMANY

ROMANIA

BULGARIA

AUSTRIA
HUNGARY

ITALY 
SPAINPORTUGAL

MOROCCO

SINGAPORE

PHILIPPINES
VIETNAM

THAILAND
INDIA

CHINA

TAIWAN

JAPAN
SOUTH 
KOREA

 2019        2020        2021
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Markets Served (cont'd)

Revenue by Geographical Segment

FYE 2019

Malaysia
26.59%

China
24.76%

Mexico
15.86%

United States 
of America

10.38%

Taiwan
10.30%

Others
12.11%

FYE 2020

Malaysia
24.62%

China
24.60%Taiwan

24.18%

United States 
of America

10.19%

Mexico
6.15%

Others
10.26%

FYE 2021

China
33.16%

Malaysia
24.65%

Taiwan
13.47%

United States 
of America

12.79%

Mexico
7.57%

Others
8.36%

Our Purpose, Vision, Mission and Core Values

Purpose
To contribute to the advancement of society and well-being of humankind through compassionate innovation.

Vision Mission
Be the world’s most trusted technology company. We are committed to providing the most innovative, advanced 

and cost effective machine vision solution of excellent quality 
to our customers through integration of our technology, our 

people and our strategic alliances.

Core Values

Integrity (诚正信实诚正信实)
Integrity means Sincerity (真诚), Righteousness (公正), Faithfulness (正信) and 
Honesty (踏实). It is about doing the right thing, even if nobody is watching. 
We treat others fairly with a sincere heart and the way that we want to be 
treated. By cultivating these inner qualities, we will live in harmony and always 
be respected by others.

Accountability (承担承担)
This is the self-commitment to do the right thing and stand by the decision. We 
take ownership of a committed task and its outcome and are willing to take 
extra steps to achieve the desired result. Accountability makes us a credible 
person. (不只把事情做完，更把事情做好) 

Courage (勇气勇气)
We have the strength to face and overcome whatever difficulties we encounter 
along the way, and are willing to stand in front of everyone during a crisis and 
say “I will do it!”. We dare to challenge the status quo, make changes for the 
better and think out of the box. With “Courage”, we stand strong in front of 
adversities and never back down.

Trust & Respect (信任与尊重信任与尊重)
We communicate openly and candidly with each other and extend our respect and team spirit to customers, partners, suppliers and 
the communities in which we live and work. We treat everyone as an individual and, hence, we respect and recognise each individual 
for their unique talents. We believe that people want to do a good job and will do so, given the proper tools and support.

Gratitude & Care (感恩与关怀感恩与关怀)
Gratitude gives us a positive and wonderful view of life and leads us to actualise our true values. We can dissolve thoughts of fear, self-
doubt, worry, anger and depression by having a grateful mind. We feel grateful every day for the continuous support and contributions 
from our customers, colleagues, suppliers and our communities. We serve our customers, colleagues, suppliers and our communities 
with a caring heart and by paying attention to feelings and needs. “How can I help?” is the common language we use at ViTrox to show 
that we care and to help others who are in need. Through our caring culture, we improve our organisation daily and are continuously 
working to build a happy and meaningful organisation.

ABOUT VITROX CORPORATION BERHAD
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Products and Services

We design and manufacture innovative, leading-edge and cost-effective automated vision inspection equipment and system-on-chip 
embedded electronic devices. We offer our products and services through our Group’s core business units:-

Machine Vision System - 
Standard (“MVS-S”)

Machine Vision System - 
Tray-based (“MVS-T”)

Automated Board 
Inspection (“ABI”)

Electronic Communication 
System (“ECS”)

Machine Vision System for 
back-end semiconductor 

component inspection

Tray-based Vision Handler 
for back-end semiconductor 

component inspection

Optical, x-ray and robotic 
vision inspection system for 
electronic board assembly 

inspection

Electronic Communication 
System for machine 

automation mainly used in 
data communication and 

motion control

Our Group remains committed to serving our customers with the installation of our machine vision solutions, sales and support. We 
spare no effort to go the extra mile to deliver technical and remote expertise through our business development team and sales and 
support team.

Corporate Objectives

ViTrox is committed to continuing our two (2) pronged corporate objectives, achieving sustainable 15% year-on-year growth in revenue 
and profit and delighting our customers with superior products and services in a timely manner. To achieve these goals, the Group 
relentlessly strives on:-

• Strategic market expansion
• Continuous product innovation
• Lean operation

In FYE 2021, ViTrox’s revenue reached RM680 million, setting a new record since our incorporation date. While we strive for greater 
business milestones, we aim to develop strong relationships with employees, shareholders, customers and suppliers. We continue to 
dedicate ourselves to environmental protection, society and corporate governance to create a sustainable future.

Membership of Associations

Over the years, ViTrox has contributed to the development of ESG sustainability matters individually and collectively via business, 
industry and technology associations. Such participation helps ViTrox achieve business and citizenship goals by enabling ViTrox to 
work with other companies on issues that affect the industry. Memberships also allow us to keep abreast of industry issues, emerging 
trends and best practices. ViTrox participates in the following associations to promote industry dialogue and development:-

No Association ViTrox’s Representation

1 Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers ViTrox Technologies Sdn. Bhd.

2 Malaysian Employers Federation ViTrox Technologies Sdn. Bhd.

3 Penang Skills Development Centre ViTrox Technologies Sdn. Bhd.

4 Small and Medium Enterprises Association of Malaysia ViTrox Technologies Sdn. Bhd.

ViTrox does not make political donations.

ABOUT VITROX CORPORATION BERHAD
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Sustainability is fundamental to ViTrox’s operations. Since our inception, we have always strived to achieve sustainable growth in 
our core businesses by providing world-leading vision inspection solutions and embedded electronics solutions to our worldwide 
customers. We are constantly building a harmonious relationship with all stakeholders, including customers, employees, shareholders, 
suppliers and the authorities in the community and countries where we are operating. We fulfil our obligations as a responsible and 
conscious organisation to pursue a sustainable future, aligning with our corporate governance commitment.

Environmental, Social and Governance (“ESG”) has been rooted since the establishment of our Company. Our founders and ViTroxians 
consciously operate the business with uncompromising integrity, trust and respect, fair and transparent with a frugal and prudent 
lifestyle. We also focus on providing our customers with advanced, innovative and cost-effective vision inspection solutions to inspect 
faulty parts in the manufacturing factories. The ultimate goal is to reduce the global e-waste generated from the manufacturing 
processes. Since the early days, we have continued practising frugality, fairness and respect for all, and treating everyone with 
sincerity, integrity, honesty, gratitude and care. Our daily practices of these core values are the first and essential steps toward our 
ESG practices for a sustainable future.

Our core values, I.A.C.T.G.; an acronym for Integrity, Accountability, Courage, Trust & Respect, Gratitude & Care, are our guiding 
principles to do the right things in our day-to-day dealings with all our stakeholders.

We believe that the Company has obligations not only to our shareholders but also to all stakeholders, including customers, employees, 
suppliers, the community and Mother Nature. We aim to coexist with Mother Nature while growing our organisation forward to better 
serve our customers with state-of-the-art vision inspection and embedded electronics solutions globally.

Over the years, ViTrox has taken many concrete steps in helping our people and giving back to our society through various upskilling 
and uplifting activities. We encourage our people to participate in various internal and external volunteering activities to impact the 
world positively.

ViTrox established the ESG Steering Committee and ESG Working Group in 2021, teamed with senior management to set the 
Company’s future ESG strategies and formulate concrete action plans in promoting ESG practices and culture within ViTrox and our 
supply chain. We strive to amplify our commitments and purposes in contributing to the advancement of the society and well-being 
of humankind.

We are committed to supporting and adopting the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (“UN SDGs”) to end poverty, 
protect the planet and ensure prosperity for all. This commitment is well-aligned with ViTrox’s purpose, vision and mission.

With a grateful heart, I would like to thank our Board of Directors for their support and guidance in the ESG initiatives and our ViTroxians 
for continuously doing the right things with I.A.C.T.G. core values in serving our customers and all stakeholders for a better world. It is 
our pleasure to present to you through our Report or our ESG website at www.vitrox.com/esg/ our initiatives to make our Company 
and the world a better place. Together, we build a sustainable and beautiful future.

LETTER FROM THE ESG STEERING COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

“ViTrox believes that the Company’s existence is to be a force for good,
contributing to the advancement of the society and well-being of
humankind through technological innovation and breakthroughs.”

Chu Jenn Weng
Managing Director/President/CEO
ESG Steering Committee Chairman
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH

Our Core Themes

At ViTrox, our unwavering ambition is to create sustainable returns with longstanding and positive impacts for our stakeholders. 
Therefore, we regard ESG matters as the critical enabler towards achieving sustainability, allowing us to react to the most predominant 
opportunities and mitigate the inherent risks from our business operations. Our longstanding commitment to ESG began with 
leading-edge governance dating back to our incorporation. In the course of time, we have strived to integrate sustainability strategies 
across our value chain. This year, we have refined our sustainability strategies into five (5) Core Themes:- 

A Go-Green Practitioner

Preserving Mother Nature is one of the ultimate goals of ViTrox. ViTrox has carried out 
numerous efforts and initiatives in environmental conservation over the years. We believe that 
environmental protection is every company’s responsibility, and it is weighed the same as 
company growth. There are a few main focuses of ViTrox in ecological protection, including 
clean technology solutions, climate change management, efficient energy usage, air pollution 
control, water management and waste management, for ensuring a sustainable world.

An Accountable Purchaser

ViTrox is committed to being an accountable purchaser by sourcing environmentally 
conscious, safe, legal and high-quality products and services from our worldwide suppliers. 
For the sake of the supply chain ecosystem’s sustainability, we expect our suppliers and 
their employees to fulfil the requirements stated in our standard policy for protecting the 
environment, guaranteeing product and service quality and ensuring cost control, human 
rights, health and safety are all in place. We believe that the collective efforts of all the 
stakeholders could make a big difference.

A Caring Employer

ViTrox aims to provide a harmonious, trusted and caring working culture and environment for 
our people as their efforts and contributions are unmeasurable. We believe that by providing 
an enjoyable workplace, practising fair treatment and offering numerous learning opportunities 
to our people, these efforts will ignite their innovative ideas and promote continuous growth 
in their career path. ViTrox is committed to upholding and protecting the human rights of 
everyone and treating everyone with dignity and respect.

A Trusted Corporation

Our core values are the fundamental principles of ViTrox that guide us to think, talk and 
do the right things every day in the pursuit of both individual and Company greatness. 
ViTrox performs social responsibilities by upholding heartfelt engagement with customers, 
supporting the employment of local talent, cultivating the spirit of volunteerism among our 
people, and organising numerous donation and fundraising initiatives for the people in need. 
The ultimate goal is to create a positive impact within the community through our continuous 
efforts.

A Sustainable Governance

ViTrox upholds the highest standards of ethics, honesty and integrity throughout our 
business dealings and conducts. We believe that these are significant elements to ensure 
the Company’s sustainable development.  Our people are obliged to observe key etiquettes 
of No Bribe/Cheat, No Blame, No Give Up, No Criticise/Condemn and No Complacent; also 
known as B.B.G.C.C., at all times.

Moving forward, we will focus on these sustainable strategies and manage emerging risks and opportunities to heighten our competitive 
advantage. 
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH

Our Sustainability Highlights

A Go-Green 
Practitioner

A Caring 
Employer

A Trusted 
Corporation

An Accountable 
Purchaser

A Sustainable 
Governance

688 MWh
Green Energy
Generated

60 %
Local Sourcing

128 pax
New Employees

13,247
Voluntary Hours

45 %
Growth in Revenue

13 %
Renewable Energy

100 %
Communication with 
Suppliers on Supplier 
Code of Conduct

95 %
Employee Satisfaction 
Rate

857 pax
Volunteers

0
Non-Conformance 
Report

50 tonnes
Recycled Waste 
Materials

381
Approved Suppliers of 
Direct Raw Materials 
and Fabrication Parts

98 %
Locally Hired Workforce

183 pax
Interns Hired from 
Local and Overseas 
Institutions

0
Reported Case for 
Anti-Bribery and 
Corruption

440 tonnes
Reduction of CO² 

Emissions from Solar 
Energy Implementation

15 units
Industry Lots Occupied 
by PAC and SMEs

0
Reported Case for 
Disputes of Labour 
Standards and Human 
Rights

47
Customer Net 
Promoter Score

916 pax
Participated in Anti-
Bribery and Corruption 
Policy Sharing Session
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Sustainability Governance

We firmly believe that a robust governance structure is vital to implement our sustainability strategy across the Group and to strengthen 
relationships with stakeholders and enhance overall accountability in our business operations. In July 2021, ViTrox’s Board of Directors 
(“Board”) established ESG Steering Committee ("ESC") to manage ViTrox’s sustainability agenda and to lead our efforts in our ESG 
journey.

Fundamentally, the Board oversees the Group’s sustainability strategy, goals and principles and ensures that the approach taken is 
cohesive to the challenges we face. They are aided by the ESC, chaired by ViTrox’s Managing Director/President/Chief Executive Officer, 
who is responsible for the overall development of ViTrox’s strategic approach to sustainability risks and opportunities. Meanwhile, the 
ESG Working Group (“EWG”) supports ESC and the Board in integrating and implementing sustainability practices into their day-to-
day operations.

A snapshot of ViTrox’s sustainability governance and their respective duties are presented below:-

Governance Structure Duties and Responsibilities

Board of Directors

• Oversee the overall responsibility of ViTrox’s ESG strategies
• Review the terms of reference, policies and procedures relevant to ViTrox’s sustainability 

agenda
• Expand adequate resources to ESC to perform its duties and provide professional 

consultancy services for them

Environmental, Social and 
Governance Steering Committee

Chairman : Chu Jenn Weng
Member : Siaw Kok Tong
  Yeoh Shih Hoong
  Lim Kim Seng
  Wee Kah Khim

• Advocate sustainability strategies, policies and goals to the Board, in consultation with 
the management

• Evaluate the effectiveness of the sustainability strategies, policies and goals
• Provide oversight and input on the Group's sustainability agenda to align with the 

Group's values and commitment
• Review the Report and other issues arising from independent auditors, regulators or 

consultants
• Advise and recommend strategic positioning to the Board on emerging sustainability 

risks and opportunities

Environmental, Social and 
Governance Working Group

• Assist ESC in integrating the Group's sustainability strategies into business operations 
and implementing initiatives towards achieving the Group's sustainability ambition

• Identify sustainability matters and formulate action plans
• Supervise interdepartmental communication and coordinate resource integration

Through the formation of our ESC, we aim to create a seamless collaboration among our people to adapt our ESG strategies into each 
asset class while driving ownership and accountability across the Group. 
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Stakeholder Engagement

At ViTrox, we believe that consistent communication and understanding with all internal and external stakeholders are essential in 
our journey to become a reputable sustainable business entity with good corporate governance. The Group conducts continuous 
dialogues and information sharing with the relevant stakeholders in a timely, effective and transparent manner. The invaluable feedback 
from our stakeholders provides direction to our business as we grow to become a responsible corporate citizen.

We empower respective business divisions to assess the best approach to engage our stakeholders in our mission to achieve 
meaningful engagements that fulfil our stakeholders’ needs. We engage with our stakeholders across various channels and frequencies; 
from daily communications, weekly updates to quarterly follow-ups and annual meetings.

In the context of sustainability, we place high importance on key stakeholders who have significant influence on our business or are 
affected by our operational activities. 

We compiled information regarding the concerns of each group of stakeholders, the methods and frequency of engagements and our 
responses to the concerns raised in the table below.

Stakeholder Engagement Methods Frequency Sustainability Concerns Responses from ViTrox

Customers • Annual operations audit
• Exhibition and roadshow

Annually • Product innovation
• Product quality
• Customer service 
• Purchase experience
• Sustaining long-term 

relationships
• Information security 
• Demonstration of good 

ESG adherence and 
practices

• Held discussions and communicated product 
innovation and information to customers during their 
visit to ViTrox’s premises

• Conducted regular customer satisfaction surveys and 
collected feedback from customers on our products 
and services to strengthen long-term customer 
relationships

• Planned for technology and product development 
and stimulated the sales and marketing strategies 
according to customers' feedbacks

• Launched Customer Experience Recovery Action 
programme to strengthen customer experience 

• Ongoing upskilling training programmes for employees 
to enhance customer service quality and satisfaction

• Conducted site installation and provided constructive 
consultation

• Customer satisfaction 
survey

• Customer meeting

On-going

Employees • Annual appraisal and 
performance review

Annually • Sustainable growth 
and development of 
organisation

• Career development and 
training

• Frequent 
communication, 
discussion and 
engagement

• Equal opportunity for 
career advancement

• Law-abiding operations
• Safe and healthy 

working environment
• Employee relationship 

enhancement

• Continued to uphold the fundamental principles of 
ViTrox’s shared core values: I.A.C.T.G.

• Identified and worked on improvement plans by 
respective business unit heads

• Conducted Training Needs Analysis to meet the 
learning requirements of ViTroxians

• Executed various learning and development initiatives 
with the support of learning and development systems 
and platforms such as internal Learning Management 
System (“LMS 2.0”), e-learning platform (“VLMS”) and 
internal learning portal (“V-Learn”)

• Updated new policies in the employee handbook and 
our intranet in a timely manner

• Held club meetings and activities to improve employee 
relationship and well-being

• Established Emergency Response Team to create a 
safe and healthy working environment

• Employee satisfaction 
survey

• Employee suggestion 
programme

• Quarterly management 
meetings and quarterly 
meetings

• Quarterly one-on-one 
meetings

Quarterly

• Volunteering activities
• Training and development 

programmes
• Formal meetings and 

discussions
• Special interest club 

activities
• Employee engagement 

programmes

On-going

Investors/
Shareholders

• Annual report
• Annual General Meeting

Annually • Business growth and 
expansion plans

• Impact from global 
economy on the 
Company’s operations

• Timely communication 
of information

• Demonstration of good 
ESG adherence and 
practices

• Transparency in financial 
reporting

• Risk management

• Responded to investors’ enquiries regarding issues 
that are material to the business in a timely manner

• Issued press releases as and when needed to 
communicate important Company announcements 

• Conducted regular meetings with investors to 
explain the Company’s growth, expansion plans and 
adherence to ESG practices

• Published financial reports regularly in a transparent 
manner regularly

• Launched our ESG website (www.vitrox.com/esg/) to 
communicate ViTrox’s ESG commitments, initiatives 
and key achievements

• Quarterly financial results
• Quarterly analyst briefing

Quarterly

• Corporate website
• Investor relationship 

channel

On-going

• Regular meetings and 
correspondence

• Feedback to media 
enquiries

As required
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Stakeholder Engagement (cont'd)

Stakeholder Engagement Methods Frequency Sustainability Concerns Responses from ViTrox

Suppliers • Vendor performance 
assessment 

Annually • Strategic partnership
• Raw material quality
• Ethics, integrity and 

regulatory compliance

• Established good supplier relationships and fostered 
strategic partnerships

• Communicated the Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy 
and the Supplier Code of Conduct to our suppliers

• Set up the whistleblowing channel for non-compliance 
cases to be reported

• Established a fair supplier sourcing process and 
conducted regular performance assessment

• Supplier selection via 
pre-qualification and 
registration

• Regular meetings and 
correspondence

On-going

Regulators • Audit conducted by 
relevant authorities on 
Company’s assets 

Annually • Regulatory compliance
• Supporting the country’s 

economic growth
• Ethical business 

practices
• Good corporate 

governance practices
• Environmental and 

social impact

• Complied with rules and regulations applicable to the 
Company's business operations

• Conducted proper planning before the scheduled 
inspections

• Took corrective measures to improve areas highlighted 
in audit and inspection reports

• Official correspondences 
and site visits

• Participation in 
programmes organised 
by government bodies

As required

Community • Community engagement 
and corporate 
social responsibility 
programmes

• V-Serve programme
• ViTrox Foundation

On-going • Environmental protection
• Local community 

activities involvement
• Employee engagement 

and employee bond 
enhancement

• Good corporate 
citizenship

• Financial and non-
financial contributions to 
local communities

• Distributed free V-Meal to B40 population
• Made contribution to medical donation, fundraising, 

education donation and sponsorship
• Organised volunteering activities involving employees
• Recorded 13,247 voluntary hours in FYE 2021
• Took relevant steps to respond to social issues and 

major events in the local community and recorded the 
impact of those steps

• Made progress in environmental protection projects

Materiality Assessment

In FYE 2021, we re-prioritised and conducted our materiality assessment with members of the EWG and senior management to 
identify material ESG factors that may significantly impact ViTrox’s business or substantially influence the decisions of stakeholders. 
The illustration below summarises our materiality assessment process:-

Identification of Material 
Matters

Categorisation and Prioritisation 
of Material Matters

Review and Validation Endorsement

• Identify, gather and 
consolidate the relevant 
inputs from discussions 
and interviews with our 
internal stakeholders, 
such as employees and 
representatives of different 
functional departments 
who frequently engage with 
the external stakeholders

• Refer to the material 
matters that we identified in 
our materiality assessment 
last year

• Assess the materiality level of each 
ESG matter by functional managers

• List out stakeholders relevant to the 
Group, assess the impact of each 
ESG topic on the Group’s operations 
and the degree of influence from 
the stakeholders’ decision-making 
process and their expectations

• Identify ESG matters to our business 
by analysing internal documents and 
processes, peer reviews and Risk 
and Opportunity register (“R&O”) on 
ESG matters

• Review the R&O periodically as part 
of our risk assessment to ensure our 
sustainability practice addresses our 
key ESG concerns

• To secure the R&O to comply with 
legislative requirements and industry 
best practices while addressing 
stakeholders’ interests

• Review existing Group 
policies, related 
compliance requirements, 
R&O registers and examine 
sustainability trends in the 
industry sector and the 
reporting practices of peer 
companies

• ESC reviews and the Board 
approves the materiality 
assessment

The identified material sustainability matters are illustrated in the materiality matrix below. A comprehensive list of 15 material matters 
is plotted against the x-axis, which shows the importance of each matter to the business, and against the y-axis, which indicates how 
critical each issue influences the stakeholder’s decision on our business engagements.
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Materiality Assessment (cont'd)

Materiality Matrix

Impact on ViTrox’s Operations

S
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 Waste Management

 Energy Management 
and GHG Emissions

 Human Rights

 Diversity and Inclusion

 Employee Well-being

 Talent Development

 Workplace Health and 
Safety

 Talent Attraction and 
Retention

 Supply Chain 
Management

 Water Management

 Community Engagement

 Innovation and Product 
Excellence

 Economic Performance

 Corporate Governance and 
Ethical Practices

 Environmental Conservation and 
Preservation

 A Go-Green Practitioner  An Accountable Purchaser  A Caring Employer

 A Trusted Corporation  A Sustainable Governance

We categorised our material matters according to the ESG pillars as follows:-

Environmental Social Governance

• Energy Management and GHG 
Emissions

• Waste Management

• Environmental Conservation 
and Preservation

• Water Management

• Supply Chain Management

• Talent Attraction and Retention

• Workplace Health and Safety

• Human Rights

• Employee Well-being

• Talent Development

• Diversity and Inclusion

• Community Engagement

• Supply Chain Management

• Economic Performance

• Innovation and Product 
Excellence

• Corporate Governance and 
Ethical Practices

• Supply Chain Management
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH

Materiality Assessment (cont'd)

Materiality Matrix (cont'd)

No Material Sustainability Matters Description

A GO-GREEN PRACTITIONER

1 Energy Management and 
Greenhouse Gas ("GHG") 
Emissions

Implementing energy-efficiency programmes and initiatives to improve energy 
management and reduce energy consumption and GHG emissions

2 Waste Management Executing the 5R principles; namely Refuse, Reduce, Repair, Reuse and Recycle, in 
waste management programme and adherence to environmental regulations in the 
handling of waste disposal

3 Environmental Conservation and 
Preservation

Developing clean technology initiatives to minimise our operation’s and value chain’s 
environmental impact to promote sustainable consumption

4 Water Management Adopting water management initiatives to reduce water consumption and use intensity

AN ACCOUNTABLE PURCHASER

5 Supply Chain Management Assessing suppliers based on Supplier Code of Conduct to ensure fair supplier sourcing 
and transparent procurement process whilst prioritising local purchases and supporting 
local supply chain ecosystem

A CARING EMPLOYER

6 Talent Attraction and Retention Attracting and retaining talents through compensation and benefits, initiating 
programmes such as Talent Get Talent programme, future talents and leadership 
development programme, local talent employment and industry-academia 
collaborations, internships and ViTroxians engagement programmes

7 Talent Development Organising leadership and ViTroxians engagement programmes as well as ViTroxians 
training and development programmes to develop our talents

8 Workplace Health and Safety Safeguarding areas related to ViTrox’s Environment, Health and Safety (“EHS”) 
performance under the COVID-19 situation, implementing the Occupational Safety and 
Health (“OSH”) policy, promoting workers’ participation and consultation in the OSH 
management system, setting up the EHS Committee, having OSH awareness and 
training programmes, incident reporting and emergency response team

9 Employee Well-being Adopting measures to safeguard ViTroxians’s health and well-being and building a 
positive physical and mental health environment in the workplace

10 Diversity and Inclusion Enhancing workforce diversity and inclusion to unlock the full potential of human 
resources available as we respect differences and believe that equal employment 
opportunities strengthen our competitiveness

11 Human Rights Protecting human rights and labour rights of our people

A TRUSTED CORPORATION

12 Innovation and Product Excellence Developing innovative systems and products through extensive research and 
development to achieve greater efficiency, product excellence and customer satisfaction

13 Community Engagement Cultivating volunteerism through our activities and supporting the local communities 
through our corporate social responsibility programmes

A SUSTAINABLE GOVERNANCE

14 Economic Performance Strengthening our financial position and enhancing our competitiveness by adopting 
good, ethical and sustainable business practices and effective capital management

15 Corporate Governance and Ethical 
Practices

Ensuring that ViTrox’s core values, Code of Ethics, Whistleblowing policy, Anti-Bribery 
and Corruption policy, adopting good corporate governance practices and upholding 
compliance with applicable regulatory requirements
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Our Sustainability Goals

In demonstrating our commitment to sustainable development, ViTrox’s EWG has worked with ESC to link the UN SDGs with ViTrox’s 
core competitive advantages. In this regard, we prioritised and selected 12 SDGs relevant to us.

The ESC sets goals and aligns strategies according to our ESG Core Themes and our organisation’s SDGs. We track performance 
and balance stakeholder interests to integrate ESG strategies into ViTrox’s daily operations fully, and we are transparent in reporting 
our sustainability performances through goal setting.

ESG Core 
Themes

Material 
Sustainability 
Matters

GRI Standards Specific Topics UN SDGs

A Go-Green 
Practitioner

1. Energy 
Management 
and GHG 
Emissions

GRI 302 : Energy 2016
GRI 305 : Emissions 2016

2. Waste 
Management

GRI 306 : Waste 2020

3. Environmental 
Conservation 
and 
Preservation

GRI 304 : Biodiversity 2016

4. Water 
Management

GRI 303 : Water and Effluents 
   2018

An 
Accountable 
Purchaser

5. Supply Chain 
Management

GRI 204 : Procurement Practices 
   2016
GRI 308 : Supplier Environmental 
   Assessment 2016 
GRI 407 : Freedom of Association and  

  Collective Bargaining 2016
GRI 408 : Child Labour 2016
GRI 409 : Forced or Compulsory 
   Labour 2016
GRI 414 : Supplier Social 
   Assessment 2016

A Caring 
Employer

6. Talent Attraction 
and Retention

GRI 401 : Employment 2016
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Our Sustainability Goals (cont'd)

ESG Core 
Themes

Material 
Sustainability 
Matters

GRI Standards Specific Topics UN SDGs

A Caring 
Employer 
(cont'd)

7. Talent 
Development

GRI 404 : Training and Education 2016

8. Workplace 
Health and 
Safety 

GRI 403 : Occupational Health and 
   Safety 2018

9. Employee    
Well-being 

GRI 403 : Occupational Health and 
   Safety 2018

10. Diversity and 
Inclusion

GRI 401 : Employment 2016
GRI 405 : Diversity and Equal 
   Opportunity 2016

11. Human Rights GRI 406 : Non-Discrimination 2016
GRI 407 : Freedom of Association and 
   Collective Bargaining 2016
GRI 408 : Child Labour 2016
GRI 409 : Forced or Compulsory Labour 
   2016
GRI 412 : Human Rights Assessment 
   2016

A Trusted 
Corporation

12. Innovation 
and Product 
Excellence

GRI 203 : Indirect Economic Impacts 
   2016

13. Community 
Engagement

GRI 203 : Indirect Economic Impacts 
   2016
GRI 413 : Local Communities 2016

A Sustainable 
Governance

14. Economic 
Performance

GRI 201 : Economic Performance 2016

15. Corporate 
Governance 
and Ethical 
Practices

GRI 205 : Anti-Corruption 2016
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Being a Go-Green Practitioner, we aim to coexist with nature and strive to pursue practices that will preserve the well-being of the 
environment and sustain its natural resources for the current and future generations.

Over the years, ViTrox has developed guidelines highlighting areas that we need to address and created related action plans. We have 
been practising pro-environmental behaviour by supplying our customers with ecologically friendly products. We aspire to accomplish 
this by constantly applying the concept of sustainable decision making in our design, procurement, manufacturing processes and 
operations.

ViTrox implemented numerous efforts and initiatives in environmental conservation to provide for a sustainable future. Our focus is on 
ecological protection, including:-

Climate change management Our primary objectives in climate change management are to:- 
• Reduce the environmental impacts of energy use
• Minimise harmful emissions of carbon dioxide (“CO²”) and GHG 
• Improve water consumption efficiency
• Maximise the practice of the 5R principles; namely Refuse, Reduce, Repair, Reuse and 

Recycle, through our waste management programmes

Efficient energy usage ViTrox initiates energy efficiency measures to reduce the impact on global warming. One of them 
is installing the Solar Photovoltaic (“PV”) system. The use of solar energy positively affects the 
environment as it replaces and reduces the use of other energy sources that may have harmful 
effects. 

Clean technology 
(“Cleantech”)  solutions

Cleantech helps to reduce the use of natural resources while mitigating the negative environmental 
impact of technology on Mother Earth. Our key focuses in Cleantech are:-
• Energy optimisation to reduce consumption of fossil fuels
• Provision of clean water at an optimal rate; that is water security
• Reduction of air, water and land pollution
• Proper waste management practices and recycling

Other than the above, ViTrox has put in continuous waste management and water management which will be elaborated in the section 
later.

The appraisal of the Green Building Index certificate is a benchmark for us to design and construct green and sustainable buildings 
that can provide energy savings, water savings and a healthier indoor environment.

GREEN BUILDING AND ENVIRONMENT

A GO-GREEN PRACTITIONER

Green Technology Green Environment

Green Construction Green Initiatives

Green Landscaping Green Facilities

CERTIFIED 
GBI-INC-0027 (P)
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A GO-GREEN PRACTITIONER

Environmental Policy

ViTrox Group continually strives to protect the environment and minimise the environmental impact resulting from the Group’s activities. 
This is attained through partnerships with our employees, suppliers, contractors and customers. ViTrox is committed to:-

• Adhering and complying with the relevant Malaysian environmental laws and regulations
• Utilising resources more effectively through the practice of the 5R principles
• Raising awareness among employees towards the environment and encouraging them to follow a healthy diet
• Minimising energy and water usage through various conservation methods
• Preventing incidents involving environmental pollution through training and awareness
• Mitigating environmental pollution through the implementation of an effective emergency response plan
• Providing education and training on environmental protection and responsibilities across all levels within the Company
• Continually improving and enhancing the environmental care responsibilities in the Company

Energy Management and GHG Emissions

Energy Management

Lowering the carbon footprint is an inevitable development trend in this century. At ViTrox, we are constantly monitoring and optimising 
energy consumption to ensure that our facilities and manufacturing processes utilise energy efficiently to reduce the impact on global 
warming. To achieve our objectives of minimising the environmental impact of energy use and improving energy efficiency, we have 
implemented a number of energy efficiency measures:-

Energy-efficiency Programmes Objectives

Installation of an industrial-scale PV System on our buildings’ 
rooftop

To reduce the effect of climate change; with solar energy 
powering the building, there are no emissions from energy 
production and no fuel burning

Conversion of air-cooled split air-conditioners to centralise 
air-cooled; known as Variable Refrigerant Flow System and 
chilled water air-conditioners

To centralise the air-cooled system to achieve an optimal level 
of energy consumption and provide flexibility to a different 
workplace

Installation of high quality light emitting diode (“LED”) lighting 
based on lighting ergonomics and use of sensors for 
automatically lighting on/off triggers

To optimise the energy consumption as LED lights produce 
higher lumens with lower heat generation

Application of automatic power-off timer and sensor in 
air-conditioning

To minimise the energy consumption

Conversion of rotary screw air compressor to variable speed 
screw air compressor

To optimise energy efficiency with variable speed inverters 
and eliminate the instant spike to the maximum demand on 
electricity tariff

Discipline in switching off unused lighting and electronic 
equipment and installation of motion sensors in toilets to 
automatically control the lighting on/off in the area

To minimise the energy consumption

Deployment of energy optimisation control system; known as 
V-ONE®

To monitor the trend of energy consumption by area to achieve 
the most optimal energy consumption point
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Energy Management and GHG Emissions (cont'd)

Solar Photovoltaic (“PV”) System

Solar energy replaces and reduces the usage of other energy sources that have more significant effects on the environment. In ViTrox, 
we implement the concept of solar energy by installing a PV system in our buildings, which results in zero (0) GHG emissions and 
zero (0) environmental impact. ViTrox installed a 458kW industrial-scale PV system, which covers the roof of our facility and features 
a total of 1,410 panels.

The PV cells offer clean and green energy, which is natural, free and accessible in plenty for a long time. The photovoltaic arrays are 
highly reliable even under harsh conditions, making possible the continuous, uninterrupted operation of critical power supplies. PV 
panels only require regular inspections and occasional repairs, which are low costs compared to conventional fuel systems. As such, 
with solar energy powering the building, there are no emissions from energy production and no burning of fuel, thereby reducing the 
effect of climate change.

In FYE 2021, a total of 688.20MWh of energy was generated by green energy. With this, ViTrox was able to reduce 439.76 tonnes of 
CO² emissions in FYE 2021.

Unit FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Green energy generated MWh 720.52 703.46 688.20

The equivalent reduction of CO² emission tonne 460.41 449.51 439.76

The equivalent number of trees planted to absorb the annual CO² emission1 tree 38,368 37,459 36,647

Note:-
1 Based on a tree absorbing about 12kg of CO² from the atmosphere per year

We have deployed our homegrown smart solution, V-ONE®, to collect and monitor our daily energy consumption data for better 
analysis and decision making.

Energy Consumption

Energy Consumption (MWh)

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

4,268.45

4,834.68

5,472.56

A GO-GREEN PRACTITIONER
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A GO-GREEN PRACTITIONER

Energy Management and GHG Emissions (cont'd)

Energy Consumption (cont'd)

Energy Consumption Unit FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Electricity consumption

Electricity consumption MWh 3,443.66 4,081.85 4,744.62 

Solar energy consumption MWh 720.52 703.46 688.20

Total electricity consumption MWh 4,164.18 4,785.31 5,432.82

Fuel consumption

Petrol MWh 12.52 7.63 6.21

Diesel MWh 91.75 41.74 33.53

Total fuel consumption MWh 104.27 49.37 39.74

Total energy consumption MWh 4,268.45 4,834.68 5,472.56

In FYE 2021, ViTrox consumed 5,472.56MWh in energy, with electricity making up 86.70% of the total energy consumption, solar 
coming second at 12.58% and diesel and petrol with less than 1%. Our solar energy consumption is 12.67% (FYE 2020: 14.70%) of 
total electricity consumption in 2021. In FYE 2021, our electricity consumption increased as compared to FYE 2020, due to the higher 
utilisation of our existing workplace and installation of new equipment to support our business growth, as shown in the later section 
Energy Intensity.

Unit FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Renewable energy over total electricity consumption % 17.30 14.70 12.67

Our petrol and diesel consumption in FYE 2021 decreased, as compared to FYE 2020, due to the movement restriction under the 
pandemic. Currently, ViTrox does not consume fuel from renewable sources.

Energy Intensity

Energy Intensity1 (MWh per 1,000 sq. ft.)

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

12.50

13.62

15.15

Note:-
1 Energy intensity is derived based on total electricity consumption divided by the area usage
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Energy Management and GHG Emissions (cont'd)

Energy Intensity (cont'd)

The following table shows certifications and awards we received from local and international governing bodies, acknowledging our 
environmental efforts:-

Penang Green Office 
Certification

Green Building Index 
Certification

The Most Number of Free 
Vegetarian Meals

Served by a Company in a 
Year - 2019

The Most Number of Amenity 
Trees Planted Within 24 

Hours - 20171

Note:-
1 ViTrox participated in the planting activity organised by the Penang State Government

ViTrox received Penang Green Office Certification and Green Building Index Certification. In 2017, ViTrox was awarded by the Malaysian 
Book of Records for The Most Number of Amenity Trees planted Within 24 Hours. In November 2021, ViTrox was awarded by the 
Malaysian Book of Records for The Most Number of Free Vegetarian Meals Served by a Company in 2019.
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Energy Management and GHG Emissions (cont'd)

GHG Emissions

Our GHG emissions are measured and disclosed below:-

Scope Emission Type Definition Status

Scope 1 Direct emissions GHG emissions from sources that are owned, such as 
company-owned vehicles

Measured and disclosed

Scope 2 Indirect emissions GHG emissions generated from the consumption of purchased 
electricity

Measured and disclosed

GHG Emissions1 Unit FYE 20194 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Scope 1 tCO² 21.59 10.98 8.88

Scope 22 tCO² 2,200.50 2,608.30 3,031.81

Total Scope 1 and 2 tCO² 2,222.09 2,619.28 3,040.69

GHG emissions intensity ratio3 tCO²/m2 0.07 0.08 0.09

Reduction of GHG emissions based on the usage of solar energy (or 
green energy)3

tCO² 460.41 449.51 439.76

Notes:-
1 ViTrox only calculates GHG emissions for CO². CO² has a global warming potential (“GWP”) of 1
2  The emission factor used is the Sustainable Energy Development Authority (“SEDA”) 2016 Baseline CO² for Peninsular of 0.64 tCO² /MWh 
3 Scope 2 emissions were used for calculation of the intensity ratio and reduction of GHG emissions
4 FYE 2019 was chosen as the base year as we fully relocated to Campus 2.0 in 2019. As a result, more complete and accurate data was available starting from 2019
5 The financial consolidation (control) approach and location-based method is used in reporting ViTrox’s emissions

In FYE 2021, our GHG emissions recorded a total of 8.88 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (“tCO2e”) Scope 1 emissions and 
3,031.81tCO²e Scope 2 emissions, making a total of 3,040.69tCO²e. The increase in the total Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions, as 
compared to FYE 2020 of 2,619.28tCO²e, was mainly due to the higher utilisation of the workplace and expansion of the production 
floors, thus resulting in an increase in GHG emissions. 

To minimise our GHG emissions, we have established various strategic initiatives as stated below:-

Our Initiatives Installation of Solar Panel
Establishment of a

Planet-friendly Diet Plan 
(V-Meal)

Installation of Energy
Optimisation Control System 

(V-ONE®)

Objectives Increase proportional of power 
consumption powered by green 

energy

Reduce global warming 
emissions and preserve natural 

resources

Collect and monitor daily energy 
consumption data for better 

analysis and decision-making to 
improve energy efficiency

Status Achieved Achieved Achieved

ViTrox is highly dedicated and committed to reducing GHG emissions by optimising energy consumption. This includes:-

• The installation of solar panels, reducing CO² emissions by 439.76tCO² in FYE 2021
• The installation of LED lighting
• Our daily practice by turning off lights and air-conditioning during lunch hour
• Setting an optimum temperature for our air-conditioning units
• Having a planet-friendly diet plan for our people
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Waste Management

Waste management has proven to bring a vast and lasting impact to every business area, the environment and the community. In an 
effort to drive effective waste management and efficient resource utilisation, we optimise waste management through proper disposal 
and frequent monitoring of our waste generation. ViTrox is committed to complying with all applicable environmental regulations 
according to the Environmental Quality Act 1974 or any other relevant legislation. 

ViTrox has put in continuous waste management and recycling efforts as we are not merely seeking to comply with the law. The 
motivation is to conserve natural resources and prevent pollution by reducing the need to consume new materials. 

Our initiatives have helped to ensure optimal use of resources. In FYE 2021, ViTrox successfully recycled a total of 49.71 tonnes of 
waste materials through a licensed high technology recycling waste management company.

As part of our corporate EHS agenda, we have measures to minimise the adverse impact on the environment and achieve 
continuous improvement of our plants and factories’ environmental performance. At ViTrox, all hazardous waste is handled as per 
the Environmental Quality (Scheduled Wastes) Regulations 2005 while general and recycled wastes are handled as per our waste 
management procedure through:-
 
• Efficient usage of raw materials, natural resources and energy
• Dedicated 5R principles
• Proper waste management practices
• Systematic promotion, education and training on environmental protection and responsibilities across all levels within ViTrox

Our 5R Principles

REFUSE

• Refuse disposable 
food packaging 
and cutlery

RECYCLE

• Collaborate with a 
licensed high-tech 
waste management 
company

• Provide recycling bins 
in multiple corners of 
the workplace

REUSE

• Increase water reuse 
proportion

• Reuse food waste in 
ViTrox’s agricultural 
sector

• Practise using reusable 
or returnable containers 
by ViTroxians in the 
Company cafeteria

REDUCE

• Minimise the use of 
harmful, wasteful and 
non-recyclable products

• Reduce the waste 
materials that end up in 
landfill

REPAIR

• Rectify equipment 
and facilities instead 
of purchasing new 
materials

5R Principles
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Waste Management (cont'd)

Waste Generation Process Flow

Upstream in Value Chain

Product Components

Hazardous Waste Non-hazardous Waste

Physical or Chemical
Treatment

Regrouping Recycling Landfilling

Waste

Customers
Manufacturing 
Departments

Products and 
Packaging

Own Activities Downstream in Value Chain

Upstream
Waste

Downstream
Waste

A thorough analysis to determine the sources of the waste generation throughout the value chain of ViTrox reveals that the waste is 
mainly generated by ViTrox’s manufacturing activities of product components carried out at the upstream of its value chain. 

The hazardous waste generated are listed below:-

Waste Code Waste Description
SW 110 Waste from electrical and electronic assemblies containing components such as accumulators, mercury-switches, 

glass from cathode-ray tubes and other activated glass polychlorinated biphenyl-capacitors or contaminated with 
cadmium, mercury, lead, nickel, chromium, copper, lithium, silver, manganese or polychlorinated biphenyl

SW 302 Flux waste containing a mixture of organic acids, solvents or compounds of ammonium chloride
SW 404 Pathogenic wastes, clinical wastes or quarantined materials
SW 409 Disposed of containers, bags or equipment contaminated with chemicals, pesticides, mineral oil or scheduled 

wastes
SW 410 Rags, plastics, papers or filters contaminated with scheduled wastes

Waste Generated 

Waste Generated Unit FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021
Diverted from disposal - Non-hazardous waste1 tonne 19.77 28.73 49.71

Disposal - Non-hazardous waste2 tonne - - 32.13
Disposal - Hazardous waste (Scheduled waste) tonne 0.10 0.12 0.32
Total waste disposal tonne 0.10 0.12 32.45

Total waste generated tonne 19.87 28.85 82.16

Total non-hazardous waste tonne 19.77 28.73 81.84
Total hazardous waste (Scheduled waste) tonne 0.10 0.12 0.32

Waste generated onsite tonne 19.87 28.85 82.16
Waste generated offsite tonne - - -

Notes:-
1 This consists of recycled waste
2 This consists of general waste from July 2021 to December 2021
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Waste Management (cont'd)

Waste Generated (cont'd)

ViTrox recorded a significant increase in recycling efforts over the years. In FYE 2021, we have set a new record of 49.71 tonnes 
of waste being recycled. We are dedicated to providing continuous efforts to contribute to our objective in reducing the use of new 
materials through the adoption of our 5R principles. We are also committed to optimising the use of materials while maintaining a safe 
and healthy environment.

Recycled Waste Category Unit FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021 

Carton Box tonne 12.67 20.77 37.30

Plastic tonne 3.15 4.42 8.75

Metal Scrap tonne 2.55 1.72 1.30

PVC Wire tonne 0.13 0.32 1.09

Electrical Item tonne 0.90 1.14 0.90

Aluminium tonne 0.22 0.26 0.25

Stainless Steel tonne 0.11 0.07 0.09

Mix Waste tonne 0.04 - 0.01

Polyethylene tonne - - 0.01

Foam tonne - - 0.01

Wastepaper tonne - 0.03 -

Total tonne 19.77 28.73 49.71

A common convenient disposal option of 
using individual bins can incur high disposal 
costs and low recycling rates. ViTrox takes 
a step further to encourage our people to 
segregate waste by centralising the recycle 
bins. 

The centralised recycling system achieves a 
higher recycling rate because it changes the 
way materials are collected and segregated 
into their respective types. It is much 
cleaner and organised as the visibly marked 
recycling containers make sorting materials 
easy, which retains the quality of valuable 
recyclables and helps educate our people to 
identify recyclable waste.

ViTrox has appointed a recycling management company who is an ISO 9001:2008 certified company that collects waste for proper 
treatment and recovery. This action helps to prolong the life cycle of materials. This exercise also enables our people to understand 
how impactful responsible waste management is, not only to individuals, but to the Company and the society as a whole. 
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Waste Management (cont'd)

Waste Generated (cont'd)

Besides our efforts in recycling, we are looking into initiatives to minimise waste generated through our daily production and 
non-production activities, among others are as follows:-

Production Non-Production

• Reusing of packaging, thereby reduces waste 
generated and the need for new materials

• Recycling empty boxes to store spare parts:-

 FYE 2020: 338 cartons recycled

 FYE 2021: 783 cartons recycled

• Replacement of existing wooden pallets with 
plastic pallets, which extends the life cycle of 
the pallets and reduces contaminated racking

• Organise quarterly drive-thru recycle waste collection events

• Set up a recycling waste centre to collect all recyclable items

• Utilise Go Green Club as a platform to share knowledge about green 
initiatives within ViTrox and to handle the recyclable items

• Organise V-Green Journey by incorporating 5R principles to create 
awareness of zero (0) waste and green living among our people

• Encourage employees to print on both sides of papers and to reuse 
papers

• Encourage the use of cloud storage and digital communication tools 
such as email to minimise the need for printing

• Set up V-Sell Corner to encourage employees to sell and buy pre-loved 
items and donate the money to charitable organisations

• Use kitchen waste to make enzyme solutions as a replacement for 
chemical detergents for cleaning purposes

• Use coffee grounds from V-Cafe to make natural hand deodorizers

• Practice using reusable or returnable containers by employees in the       
Company cafeteria to minimise the usage of single-use plastic

• Turn food waste from the cafeteria into compost which will be used to 
organically fertilise the soil in our V-Farm

Our appointed recycling management company disposes general waste to landfills according to the local enforcement authority’s 
regulations. The company is also responsible for collecting our recyclable waste for recycling purposes that will exploit the economic 
value that the waste can bring.

As for the scheduled waste (hazardous waste), ViTrox has several vendors appointed for the various categories of waste generated. 
Our appointed recycling management company collects and disposes of hazardous waste under the categories of SW 110, SW 409 
and SW 410. SW 110 waste will be sent for disposal via the regrouping method while SW 409 and SW 410 waste will undergo physical 
or chemical treatment. ViTrox is currently sourcing suitable vendors tasked to dispose of several new categories of hazardous waste 
generated at ViTrox, namely SW 302 and SW 404.

Hazardous Waste Generated by Categories 

Scheduled Waste Unit FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

SW 410 kg 74.00 93.90 144.60

SW 404 kg - - 94.70

SW 409 kg 30.40 20.00 36.70

SW 110 kg - 3.60 35.40

SW 302 kg - - 8.60

Total kg 104.40 117.50 320.00

In FYE 2021, we recorded an increase in hazardous waste generation mainly due to business growth and our biweekly COVID-19 
self-testing of all employees and subcontractors.

As ViTrox’s manufacturing capacity continues to expand in the future to meet customer demand, waste management will be more 
challenging than before. We at ViTrox are prepared and committed to upholding and strengthening our sustainable waste management 
framework that will support us in attaining our environmental goals.
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Waste Management (cont'd)

Environmental Fines and Penalties

ViTrox strives to comply with all relevant environmental and waste management regulations. All required environmental permits and 
relevant supporting documents are obtained, maintained and updated to ensure that the operational and reporting requirements are 
strictly adhered to. ViTrox has not been imposed any fines or penalties for environmental or waste management related issues in the 
past four (4) years.

Environmental Conservation and Preservation

Cleantech

Environmental sustainability remains pivotal and will continue to underpin everything we do. Unified in our pursuit of environmental 
protection, our ongoing commitment to applying Cleantech is a critical component of how we safeguard our natural environment and 
resources. In application, we focus on these four (4) pillars:-

Energy
optimisation
to reduce

consumption of
fossil fuels

Reduction
of air, water

and
land pollution

Provision of
clean water at an

optimal rate;
that is water

security

Proper waste
management
practices and

recycling

Cleantech

Embedded in our core and support business functions, Cleantech is consistently applied throughout the design, manufacture and 
application of our automated machine vision inspection solutions to minimise our operation’s environmental impact and help our 
customers minimise the impacts of their operations. The following table illustrates the Cleantech initiatives taken by our Group’s core 
business units through our products offered:-

Business Unit Cleantech Initiatives

MVS-S • Our VR20i G1 is CE Certified and equipped with Restriction of Certain Hazardous Substances (“RoHS”) 
compliance.

• Our VR20i G2 is designed and developed under strict compliance with RoHS.
• We implement retrofit projects through refurbishing old machines with a machine vision system to prolong 

a machine’s lifetime and minimise the need to purchase new machines and materials for our customers.
• We implement ViTrox Deep Learning Application (“ViDL”) which successfully reduced the over-rejection rate. 

It improves the overall machine productivity and minimises the additional consumption of materials and 
labour in the rework process.

• VR20i G2 automated processes include an auto track with conversion and auto tape insert into a dummy 
reel. This reduces the operator intervention to the machine, thus increasing the machine’s productivity. 
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A GO-GREEN PRACTITIONER

Environmental Conservation and Preservation (cont'd)

Cleantech (cont'd)

Business Unit Cleantech Initiatives
MVS-T • Our T3000 series has a speed improvement over the previous model, which generally reduces the 

environmental impact caused by technology. 
• We consolidate platforms across different models to reduce variations of materials used in the process, 

improve inventory management and supply chain management and greatly reduce waste and excessive 
consumption of resources.

• We deploy Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) to improve production yield, reduce rework and enhance operational 
efficiency.

• We utilise auto reel changer to automate processes, thus improving efficiency and reducing the number of 
operators involved in a process.

• We use the V-ONE® ecosystem to optimise energy efficiency by improving yield management and enabling 
remote monitoring, enhancing big data collection and analytics for better decision making.

ABI • Our Advanced 3D Optical Inspection (“AOI”) is equipped with RoHS compliance requirements.
• We have successfully improved the inspection speed for various Advanced 3D X-ray Inspection (“AXI”) 

models with better resolution and detection capability in general. This will transcribe into higher productivity.
• We integrate Internet of Things (“IoT”) hardware sensors coupled with the V-ONE® ecosystem in our AXI, 

AOI and Advanced 3D Solder Paste Inspection (“API”) as an active approach to energy efficiency and 
reduction of discrepancies at the early stage of operations.

• We incorporate AI in our programming and false call reduction to lower the over-rejection rate, reduce 
rework processes and enhance operational efficiency.

• The designs of AOI and API pursue the concept of interchangeability to minimise material diversity and 
reduce the consumption of new materials.

• Our AOI systems are constantly upgraded to prevent the premature retirement of field systems when new 
technology is rolled out to reduce the wastage of materials used when purchasing a new system.

ECS • We use environmentally friendly raw materials that fully comply with RoHS requirements.
• Our machine vision is incorporated with high quality LED lighting to reduce energy consumption.
• Our stepper driver is equipped with Smart Digital Signal Processing Technology (“DSP”), which enables 

customisation in energy usage to further reduce energy consumption.
• Our Smart Surface Mount Technology (“SMT”) production significantly increases production rates and 

improves operational efficiency, thereby enhancing energy consumption efficiency.
• We practise 5R principles in our delivery process by reducing disposable packaging for our products and 

replacing it with reusable containers.
• We strictly practise the paperless concept to create an environmentally friendly and productive organisation 

in our order fulfilment process.
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Environmental Conservation and Preservation (cont'd)

Sustainable Consumption

In taking a proactive approach to environmental conservation, we make every effort 
to incorporate sustainability in our everyday practices.

Collectively, we promote the health of our employees while maintaining the well-being 
of the ecosystem. In FYE 2021, our V-Farm programme continues to yield a total of 
3.36 tonnes of pesticide-free and chemical-free vegetables, herbs and fruits. We 
utilised 97.84% of the agricultural products in our in-house V-Meal programme and 
V-Green selling corner and donated 1.37% of the greens to charitable organisations 
such as Rumah Sejahtera Permatang Tinggi, while the remaining 0.79% was 
decayed and unused.

From Mondays to Fridays, we provide plant-based meals to our employees under the advice of our nutritionists. The in-house 
vegetarian meals effectively reduce CO² emissions, minimise deforestation and protect the livestock, poultry and fish. In doing so, 
we have prepared 116,722 vegetarian meals for our people in FYE 2021, effectively avoiding 358.72tCO² emissions, the equivalent 
of saving 110,376m² forests and more than 39,420 livestock, poultry and fish. Our people continue to remain mindful of leaving this 
positive impact on our environment through our V-Veggie Salon programme, where we collaborate in preparing and serving meals to 
479 pax daily averagely in the year under review.

Positive Impacts of V-Meal Programme

116,722 Vegetarian Meals Served

358.72 tonnes of CO² Emissions Reduced

110,376 m2 Forest Saved

39,420 Livestock, Poultry and Fish Saved

The Zero (0) Waste Agriculture transforms most of our organic 
wastes into organic fertilisers and avoids using chemical 
processes or substances. We composted 3.49 tonnes of 
organic wastes in FYE 2021 that would have otherwise ended 
up in landfills.

We also execute our go-green efforts through sustainable 
irrigation, as seen in our rainwater harvesting and 
self-sustainable eco ponds that effectively reduce our 
reliance on and consumption of water from the direct supply.

Through our conservation and preservation initiatives, we 
hope to take charge of environmental matters in a holistic way 
to do our part in reducing air, water and land pollution and 
maintaining a balanced ecosystem.

Water Management

Water is an invaluable resource to the world and the source of life for all living things. Unfortunately, the lack of effective water 
management over the years has constituted potentially life-threatening problems to humankind such as the diminishing of clean 
freshwater supply as well as water pollution that leads to environmental pollution. ViTrox is deeply committed to water conservation 
and has carried out various initiatives to reduce our water consumption for a more sustainable future. 

ViTrox’s primary water source is from the Perbadanan Bekalan Air Pulau Pinang Sdn. Bhd. (“PBA”) which is the licensed water supply 
operator in Penang. The water supply from PBA is mainly sourced from Sungai Muda through the Lahar Tiang intake situated in 
Kepala Batas, Penang. Therefore, the water supply that ViTrox receives from PBA is treated river water. In FYE 2021, ViTrox’s water 
consumption from the PBA source was 32.42 megaliters (“Ml”). ViTrox utilises the water supply for domestic usage such as cooking, 
drinking and cleaning at our sites.   
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Water Management (cont'd)

Water Consumption 

Water Consumption (Ml)

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

27.24
27.68

32.42

ViTrox harvests rainwater for consumption as one of our initiatives to go green and reduce our usage of treated water supply that is 
drawn from the river. ViTrox has taken an innovative approach in conserving water to reduce our reliance on clean water sources. 
We installed two (2) eco ponds in ViTrox Campus 2.0 that are innovatively designed to be a self-sustainable and self-renewing mini 
ecosystem that will work as water catchment areas and a natural filter for rainwater. 

The eco ponds are self-sustainable and self-renewing mini ecosystems built to harvest rainwater from the rooftop. The first eco pond 
is located near the R&D office block with a collection capacity of approximately 59m³. The second eco pond, which is situated close 
to the visitor hosting block, has the capacity to hold approximately 62m³ of rainwater. With a combined capacity of more than 120m3, 
the harvested rainwater from the eco ponds become a source of sustainable water supply for the irrigation of the landscape as well as 
the V-Farm. The introduction of the eco ponds has helped us in reducing the usage of clean water from direct supply and is aligned 
with our go-green efforts to be sustainable and responsible in our water consumption.

Collection capacity~59m3

Collection capacity~62m3

To enhance water consumption efficiency, ViTrox installed a Hands-Free Water Conservation System and a scheduled plant watering 
system. The Hands-Free Water Conservation system has a water-saving ratio of 65.50% and helps to reduce the spreading of germs 
and viruses, while the scheduled plant watering system irrigates plants with optimised water usage to avoid wastage. 
 
ViTrox’s manufacturing processes do not consume water and produce no wastewater either. Hence, the water discharged from our 
sites is not contaminated with any chemicals and thus requires no treatment processes before discharging it to the drainage system. 
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Water Management (cont'd)

Water Use Intensity

Water Use Intensity (m3/1,000 sq. ft.)

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

81.78
78.77

90.38

In FYE 2021, the increase in water use intensity was in line with the increase in headcount to cope with our daily operational activities. 

ViTrox is determined to further reduce water consumption by exploring various water conservation methods. We want to be a 
responsible and sustainable corporate entity that plays a part in water conservation and the mitigation of environmental and social 
impacts associated with corporate water use. ViTrox supports the collective efforts to create a sustainable supply of clean water to 
ensure that the community will have access to clean water sources. 
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Being an accountable procurement and supply chain team, we are committed to sourcing environmentally conscious, safe, legal 
and high-quality products and services from our responsible worldwide suppliers. We strictly adhere to the relevant local laws and 
regulations in the countries we operate. We require our suppliers to conduct all business transactions under a transparent, fair and 
non-discriminative condition. 

ViTrox’s suppliers are required to provide safe working conditions, treat their workers with respect, act fairly and ethically, and use 
environmentally conscious practices whenever they supply products or services to ViTrox. We work closely with our suppliers to 
eliminate the risk of non-compliance to ensure that the business operations are environmentally accountable and our suppliers fulfil 
the ethics requirements, including labour standards, health and safety.

To ensure that all suppliers align with ViTrox’s ESG responsibilities, we include the Supplier Code of Conduct and Anti-Bribery and 
Corruption Policy as part of our standard procurement’s terms and conditions. Suppliers should comply and acknowledge and/or sign 
these documents as their commitment to ViTrox’s ESG initiatives. We liaise with our global suppliers to make sure they are well aware 
of the code of conduct and relevant policies. These initiatives improve the sustainability among the suppliers and enhance the quality 
of the supply chain ecosystem and its sustainability.

Supply Chain Management 

ViTrox is highly committed to supporting the growth of the local economy. Thus, we prioritise sourcing from local suppliers, which 
enhances sourcing efficiency due to shorter lead-time, creates domestic employment, supports local business and reduces the 
carbon footprint and costs arising from overseas shipment. Over the years, ViTrox sources more than 60% of our purchases from 
local companies.

The majority of our direct suppliers are the suppliers of raw materials and fabrication parts. In the year 2021, ViTrox spent 
RM486.19 million (FYE 2020: RM237.96 million) on purchases and partnered with 381 approved suppliers located worldwide and 
locally to source direct raw materials and fabrication parts.

The percentage of our local and foreign purchases from FYE 2019 to FYE 2021 are as follows:-

Local Purchases and Foreign Purchases  (%)

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

 Foreign Purchases     Local Purchases

38.44 33.93 39.92

61.56 66.07 60.08
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Supply Chain Management (cont'd)

Supplier Code of Conduct

The Supplier Code of Conduct and relevant policies provide a clear statement of ViTrox’s expectations for the suppliers in all 
procurement dealings. These policies are made available on our official Company website at 5-Supplier Code Of Conduct.pdf 
(vitrox.com) and may be revised from time to time.

The Code of Conduct establishes the standards required for conducting business with ViTrox and complies with GRI Standards. ViTrox 
recognises that reaching the standards established in this Code of Conduct is a dynamic rather than static process and encourages 
suppliers to continually improve their workplace conditions and strive to exceed industry best practices. We consider these principles 
in our selection of suppliers and actively monitor each supplier’s compliance.

The following table summarises each ESG pillar contained in the Code of Conduct:-

Environmental Social Governance

• Comply with applicable local laws, 
regulations and rules regarding the 
protection of the environment and 
workers’ health and safety matters

• Comply with all international, 
national and local biodiversity laws to 
minimise the impact on biodiversity 
and endangered species

• Identify and manage chemical and 
hazardous materials under safe 
conditions to reduce the negative 
impacts on the environment

• Monitor and treat wastewater, solid 
waste and gas emissions before 
discharge or disposal to minimise 
the negative impact on climate 
change, air pollution and water 
security

• Utilise resources efficiently by 
adopting power and energy 
management approaches to 
minimise waste and gas emissions

• Carry out a policy statement 
covering relevant environmental 
and sustainability issues which 
is responsible by a company 
representative (ideally director level) 
and supported by management

• Implement a written policy and 
procedure to avoid knowingly 
acquiring conflict minerals or 
unsustainable mined minerals 
produced at high environmental and 
social costs

• Embrace the employment practices 
consistent with the local labour and 
employment laws

• Uphold the protection of human 
rights and prohibit any child labour 
and forced labour

• Comply with local minimum 
wage and working hour laws and 
regulations to ensure that the 
employees are fairly compensated

• Protect the privacy, personal dignity 
and rights of each individual

• Ensure a workplace free of 
harassment, harsh, inhumane 
treatment and discrimination of any 
kind

• Support the freedom of association, 
expression, opinions and the right to 
collective bargaining

• Identify and evaluate the potential 
safety and health issues and 

 minimise the impacts by 
implementing OSH procedures, 
including emergency reporting, 
employee notification and 
evacuation procedures, workers 
training and drills, appropriate 
fire detection and suppression 
equipment, adequate exit facilities 
and recovery plans

• Identify and evaluate the risk of 
workers’ exposure to hazardous 
physically demanding works and 
working environments

• Provide workers with reasonably 
accessible and clean facilities and 
safe living spaces

• Ensure the employees have gone 
through appropriate training to 
ensure their safety and product 
quality for meeting the applicable 
standards

• Conduct business with 
uncompromising integrity

• Adhere to the local and international 
laws, rules and regulations

• Prohibit all types of bribery, 
corruption, gifts and hospitality

• Disclose any perceived, potential or 
actual conflicts of interest to ViTrox

• Comply with all the applicable laws 
governing intellectual property 
rights, assertions, including 
protection against disclosure

• Protect sensitive, confidential and 
proprietary information of others, 
including personal data/information 
from misuse
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Supply Chain Management (cont'd)

Supplier Code of Conduct (cont'd)

ViTrox expects that suppliers, at a minimum, have established clear goals toward meeting the standards outlined in this Code of 
Conduct. Suppliers should develop appropriate management systems, have proper documentation to demonstrate compliance with 
the code of conduct and validate that their employees and subcontractors follow. Suppliers must perform self-evaluations regularly 
and with action plans in place. If any supplier fails to do so, it may impact the future ability to do business with ViTrox. ViTrox reserves 
the right to remove the suppliers who do not comply with the Approved Vendor List (“AVL”). 

In FYE 2021, ViTrox sent the Supplier Code of Conduct to 530 suppliers and received responses from 250 suppliers or 47.17% of its 
suppliers.

Fair Supplier Sourcing and Transparent Procurement Process

ViTrox has established a fair supplier sourcing process based on our standard operating procedures (“SOP”) for Vendor Selection 
and Evaluation Procedure. The SOP ensures that all suppliers are selected through a fair and transparent procurement process. 
Through the evaluation, ViTrox can assess the ethical values of suppliers, their level of integrity and their compliance with ViTrox’s ESG 
commitments. Our fair and transparent procurement process guarantees the excellent quality of products and services to customers 
and improves the supply chain ecosystem by working together with our suppliers.

At ViTrox, we conduct regular performance assessments, including due diligence assessments, supplier performance evaluation on 
quality and delivery lead time. We also conduct quality process audits for direct materials suppliers and service provider performance 
evaluations for service providers to ensure that they act in accordance with our requirements. ViTrox may conduct on-site evaluations 
and inspections of suppliers' facilities and subcontractors to review their progress towards these principles.

Penang Automation Cluster Sdn. Bhd. (“PAC”)

The health of the local semiconductor, electrical and electronics and automation ecosystem is a vital factor in long-term sustainable 
growth for ViTrox and the country. Therefore, ViTrox, together with other parties, have jointly established an associate company, PAC, 
which commenced its operations in October 2019. 

PAC is specialised in the area of design, development and manufacture of high precision metal fabrication components, modules 
and metal surface finishing for semiconductor, electronics, automotive, aerospace and other high growth industries in the region. The 
establishment of PAC enables ViTrox to build a robust and reliable supply chain ecosystem in the country that supports a long-term 
strategy to grow the business in providing a wider range of high-end automated inspection equipment supporting various industries 
globally.
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Supply Chain Management (cont'd)

Penang Automation Cluster Sdn. Bhd. (“PAC”) (cont'd)

The small and medium-sized enterprise (“SME”) cluster aspires to expand local SME capabilities to meet the world-class standard 
to support the higher value chain ecosystem championed by local large companies (“LLCs”) and multinational companies (“MNCs”). 
PAC’s collaborative effort is a key success factor to attract high-impact foreign direct investment and support long-term economic 
growth of various technology sectors and industries in Penang and Malaysia, particularly the semiconductors, electronics, aerospace, 
medical devices and automation industries.
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Supply Chain Management (cont'd)

Penang Automation Cluster Sdn. Bhd. (“PAC”) (cont'd)

In FYE 2021, PAC has six (6) computer numerical control (“CNC”) machining SMEs occupying six (6) units of industry lots. The 
PAC-owned operations CNC machining, five (5)-axis CNC machining, CNC double column, precision tooling and metal 
surface finishing occupies a total of nine (9) units of industry lots. Hence, a total of 15 units of industry lots are occupied. As at 
31 December 2021, PAC created 277 job opportunities, including 194 recruited workforces and 83 vacant positions.

In November 2021, the Chief Minister of Penang, YAB Chow Kon Yeow, visited PAC with a delegation from Invest Penang and Penang 
Development Corporation. YAB Chow Kon Yeow commended PAC’s efforts in elevating SME capabilities and believed that PAC’s 
existence plays a vital role to bring in suppliers, which are SMEs, and nurture them from the backyard industry all the way to be 
competitive and sufficiently technologically advanced to support LLCs and MNCs.

Precision fabricated metal components are mission-critical to automation machines. PAC plays a crucial role in supplying ViTrox and 
other LLCs with high quality fabricated components to support the production of world-class visual inspection solutions and innovative 
machine vision solutions. Besides, PAC’s surface finishing solutions are high quality and eco-friendly with full compliance with the 
Department of Environment (“DOE”) and MNCs’ ESG standards. Such high-quality surface finishing solutions with full legal and ESG 
compliance are highly sought after but scarcely found in Penang. 

With PAC’s current set-up and ability to ramp up fabrication capacity, LLCs like ViTrox can now bring their MNC customers to PAC for 
site tours. PAC’s state-of-art facilities enhance LLCs’ competitive edge to attract more global customers in the advanced technology. 
We play a critical role in helping the local automation companies to move up the ladder chain of advanced automation and technology 
solutions.
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Our employees are our greatest assets and truly the backbone contributing to our Company’s success. Every employee is a vital 
resource and must be valued, nurtured and retained. ViTrox takes the initiative to build our future talents while developing the current 
workforce.

ViTrox cares about our people's physical and mental health conditions, as such we carry out many initiatives and programmes to 
safeguard ViTroxians’ health, safety and well-being. We also commit to upholding and protecting the human rights of everyone and 
treating everyone with dignity and respect.

Talent Attraction and Retention 

ViTrox is committed to expanding the talent pool to ensure the long-term business expansion and continued success of the Group. In 
FYE 2021, ViTrox’s headcount increased to 799 pax from 679 pax a year ago. The increase of 17.67% in our workforce is in line with 
our global expansion and growth in business needs. 

Compensation and Benefits

ViTrox provides competitive compensation and benefits to attract and retain 
the best talents. ViTrox adheres to all applicable local and national laws and 
regulations in terms of wages and benefits and the national minimum wage in 
Malaysia or the country of employment as appropriate.

We practise equal remuneration for work of equal value, which means 
paying men and women fairly for work of equal skills and responsibilities and 
performed under comparable conditions. As a workforce strategy, pay equity, 
comprising fixed and variable pays, has become a competitive advantage, 
especially in retaining our people and attracting future talents.

ViTrox believes that a good company should have multiple variable 
compensation to attract and retain talents. As such, our variable compensation 
weighs up to 26% of the total annual compensation as shown in the chart on 
the right:-

Our compensation and benefits include:-

Fixed Variable 

• Annual leave
• Medical leave
• Hospitalisation leave
• Maternity leave
• Public holidays
• Contractual bonus
• Paternity leave
• Compassionate leave
• Marriage leave
• Examination leave
• Paid time-off
• Hospitalisation and surgical insurance
• Extended hospitalisation leave
• Personal accident insurance
• Calamity leave
• Employees’ Share Option Scheme (“ESOS”)
• Relocation allowance

• Corporate bonus
• Performance bonus
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Talent Attraction and Retention (cont'd) 

Compensation and Benefits (cont'd)

ViTrox practises principles of meritocracy to promote an environment that rewards high-performing individuals. We take multiple 
initiatives to facilitate a fair, merit-based reward system to motivate employees and retain promising talents. 

The eligibility of increment and variable compensation is determined by ViTroxians’ work attitude that aligns with ViTrox’s I.A.C.T.G. 
values and business performance. We hand out top 20 recognition awards to reward top performers with additional bonuses as a 
token of appreciation for their dedication. In addition, we roll out various schemes, including ESOS, to increase our people’s loyalty and 
dedication to ViTrox. Eligible ViTroxians would be entitled to share options by the Company through these schemes, giving employees 
additional financial incentives for performing well at work beyond their regular salary while contributing to long-term Company's 
performance. 

We treat ViTroxians as members of our family and strive to be understanding and compassionate towards ViTroxians. Calamity leaves 
are granted to ViTroxians affected by natural disasters, especially those affected by the flood back in December 2021, in addition to 
donations from the Company. Besides, we also provide a relocation allowance of RM1,500 to ease the transition of new employees 
from outstations. This allowance assists them in securing lodging, purchase of electrical appliances, transportation and moving costs.

New Employees

Our recruitment is 100% local hiring, mainly consisting of those aged below 30 years old, since 2019. Our new employee profile is as 
follows:-

New Employees FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021
By Gender
Male 82 71.93% 78 69.64% 90 70.31%
Female 32 28.07% 34 30.36% 38 29.69%
Total 114 100.00% 112 100.00% 128 100.00%

By Age Group
Under 30 years old 101 88.60% 86 76.79% 106 82.81%
30-50 years old 1 0.88% 24 21.43% 5 3.91%
Over 50 years old 12 10.52% 2 1.78% 17 13.28%
Total 114 100.00% 112 100.00% 128 100.00%

New Employees by Gender

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

 Female       Male

32
34

38
114 112

128

82 78
90
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Talent Attraction and Retention (cont'd) 

New Employees (cont'd)

New Employees by Age Group

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

 Over 50 years old   30-50 years old   Under 30 years old

114 112

128

12
17

101 86 106

5
2

2411

Parental Benefits

ViTrox provides employees parental leaves in accordance with local laws and regulations. In FYE 2021, a total of 31 (2020: 27) 
ViTroxians took parental leave and were scheduled to return after parental leave ended, of which all 31 (2020: 27) ViTroxians returned, 
resulting in a return rate of 100% (2020: 100%). The retention rate was also 100% (2020: 96.67%) since all 27 (2020: 29) ViTroxians 
who resumed duty in 2020 were still in service 12 months after their return to work. 

Parental Benefits FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Number of employees entitled to parental leave:-

Female 179 203 238

Male 165 165 175

Total 344 368 413

Number of employees undertook parental leave:- 

Female 10 4 9

Male 20 23 22

Total 30 27 31

Number of employees returned from parental leave:- 

Female 10 4 9

Male 20 23 22

Total 30 27 31

Number of employees employed 12 months after returned to work after parental leave ended:-

Female 3 10 4

Male 15 19 23

Total 18 29 27
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Talent Attraction and Retention (cont'd) 

Parental Benefits (cont'd)

Parental Benefits Unit FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Rate of return to work of employees took parental leave:-

Female % 100.00 100.00 100.00

Male % 100.00 100.00 100.00

Retention rate of employees employed 12 months after returned to work after parental leave ended:-

Female % 100.00 100.00 100.00

Male % 100.00 96.67 100.00

Talent Get Talent Programme (“TGT”)

The TGT was introduced to leverage the network of ViTroxians to search for like-minded talents and match them with great career 
opportunities in ViTrox. We highly encourage referrals by ViTroxians, as we believe that every ViTroxian is a ViTrox ambassador to get 
great talents. 

By allowing ViTroxians to recruit their friends and family members, we can create an engaged workforce, as current employees will 
feel significant and valued for the participation in the Company’s future and growth. Referred employees will also feel more engaged 
from the first day since they have friends or families at the Company, promoting further employee cohesiveness. Additionally, referred 
employees tend to stay longer with the company than employees hired through other channels, which improves our employee 
retention rate.  

Future Talents and Leaders Development

We acknowledge that job-seekers today place emphasis on the availability of opportunities for upskilling and continuous development 
in their domain of interest as a main criteria when selecting prospective employers. These employee development opportunities are 
important to allow employees to stay relevant on the job in this rapidly changing environment, as well as to improve job performance 
and achieve career advancements.  

ViTrox has established various development platforms to attract and nurture future talents, such as:-

Work-based learning (“WBL”) An educational strategy that offers an industry coach to guide students from collaboration 
with the institute of higher education through a series of modules. WBL provides students 
with real-life work experience where they can apply academic and technical skills to work, 
thereby improving their practical skills for future career advancement.

Industry-specific skills development 
programme for future talents

The Universiti Utara Malaysia (“UUM”) Padawan programme aims to train university 
students with industry-specific skills through the internal subject expert while reinforcing 
their existing knowledge gained from the appreciated academic programme in university.

Candidate relationship management 
(“CRM”) programme (V-Tribe)

V-Tribe is a CRM programme designed to keep positive relationships with our current and 
future interns. V-Tribe offers a variety of fun learning events to help our interns enhance their 
work experience. We held Agriculture Technology sharing, Python Learning workshops 
and 3D printing workshops to help our interns improve their technical and soft skills.

ViTrox Academy Sdn. Bhd. ViTrox established an educational arm to provide future talents to have real-world learning 
experiences.

Over the years, ViTrox participated in multiple career fairs and collaborative events in the hopes of promoting employer branding and 
attracting talents.  

In FYE 2021, ViTrox was invited by UUM Centre for University-Industry Collaboration (“CUIC”) to participate in a new programme 
known as School of Hard Knocks. In this programme, 25 students from various study programmes were selected and trained in 
industry-specific skills by appointed experts in ViTrox. This programme provided students with opportunities for practicum placements 
and employment while also supporting graduate marketability agendas and assisting in the development of a resilient workforce.
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Talent Attraction and Retention (cont'd) 

Future Talents and Leaders Development (cont'd)

ViTrox was the sponsor for the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers (“IEEE”) International 
Conference on Signal & Image Processing 
Applications (“ICSIPA”) in September 2021. This 
conference was organised by the IEEE Signal 
Processing Society Malaysia Chapter to provide a 
forum for local and international researchers and 
engineers from academia and industry to present 
and discuss the latest technological advances 
and research results in the fields of theoretical, 
experimental and applied signal, image and video 
processing. The keynote speaker from ViTrox 
shared the current industrial challenges of deep 
learning implementation on automated machine 
vision inspection solutions for quality control.

We continuously build our talent pipeline by participating in 19 virtual career fairs and 40 virtual career talks and technical sharing. We 
managed to reach out to 4,862 participants from various universities and colleges. 

ViTrox Academy Sdn. Bhd. ("VA") 

VA, an education arm owned by the Company, was set up to grow the talent pool in science, technology, engineering and mathematics 
(“STEM”), nurture future talents and increase the talents’ future employability by providing highly industry-driven and relevant technical 
training as well as soft-skills training. 

VA successfully obtained the approval letter from the Ministry of Higher Education on the establishment of ViTrox College in FYE 2021. 
ViTrox College is an industry-centric education provider and institution that provides accredited diploma programmes in disciplines of 
electronics and automation, with a strong emphasis on engaging and practical learning environments.

In March 2021, we introduced “The ViTrox Experience”, which is a unique five (5)-day leadership and cultural training programme. 
The programme covers ViTrox’s unique way of cultivating and weaving a humanistic culture within the Company. In FYE 2021, we 
successfully organised two (2) batches and had 16 leaders from different SMEs and LLCs participating.
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Talent Attraction and Retention (cont'd)

ViTrox Academy Sdn. Bhd. ("VA") (cont'd)

In FYE 2021, we established our very own ViTrox-Makerspace, the first makerspace within the industry in Seberang Perai, Penang. 
Today’s focus on STEM seems irrevocably linked to the makerspace movement. Students thrive when they experiment with tools and 
technology to create and turn ideas into reality. With an ongoing and strategic collaboration with Penang Science Cluster (“PSC”) and 
Cytron Technologies, we empower our makers and students, helping them to shift from being passive consumers of information and 
products to active creators and innovators. ViTrox-Makerspace is equipped with a vast choice of basic and advanced power tools, 
digital fabrication tools and electronic instruments for makers to utilise and spark their hidden creativity and innovation.

Leveraging on our extensive industry experience over two (2) decades, at ViTrox, we provide a realistic learning environment and 
adequate resources to prepare working professionals and graduates for their career. The quality of practical learning is incredibly 
important in ensuring that learners acquire competent practical skills and the ability to think beyond the theoretical knowledge they 
have been taught. The training programmes organised in FYE 2021 are listed as follows:-

• Effective email writing
• Effective presentation
• Speak English with confidence
• Leading with trust
• The ViTrox Experience

Local Talent Employment and Industry-Academia Collaborations

ViTrox strives to preserve the vibrancy of the local community by collaborating with local government, businesses and institutions to 
enhance Malaysia’s local talent employment rate. We provide a variety of programmes and training sessions to Malaysian youths, 
unemployed graduates, interns and retrenched workers to improve their employability and competitiveness.

i. Local talent employment

 ViTrox is committed to supporting local employment and sourcing new talents through various programmes, platforms and 
collaboration with local authorities and other companies. In FYE 2021, our initiatives to support local employment include the 
following:-

• Participated in Penjana Kerjaya 1.0, 2.0 
and 3.0

• Collaborated with Northern Corridor 
Economic Region (“NCER”) and 
extended ViTrox job opportunities to 
local fresh graduates and unemployed 
individuals

• Participated in other companies’ 
outplacements to reduce the national 
unemployment rate and provide 
livelihoods to the communities
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Talent Attraction and Retention (cont'd)

Local Talent Employment and Industry-Academia Collaborations (cont'd)

ii. Industry-academia collaborations

 ViTrox provides internship and graduate placement programmes to support the growth of the future talent pipeline in STEM. In 
FYE 2021, ViTrox carried out the following collaborations:-

• Conducted 11 virtual vision classes for students from Heriot-Watt University Malaysia, Tunku Abdul Rahman University 
College (“TARUC”), Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman (“UTAR”), Universiti Putra Malaysia (“UPM”) and Universiti Malaya 
(“UM”)

• Participated in the Penang International Science Fair and set up the workshop “Discover Light with Optics”, reaching out 
to a total of 364 participants from primary and secondary schools in Penang. Students that chose to explore with ViTrox 
managed to assemble their 3D Hologram, Pinhole Camera and Projector successfully with the guidance of our engineers

• Sponsored the Women in Zcience (“WIZ”) programme headed by Tech Dome Penang and supported by the state 
government and Penang Women’s Development Corporation (“PWDC”) to inspire 199 secondary school students in the 
field of STEM

iii. Internship programme and financial assistance

 ViTrox provides an internship programme for students to nurture practical and soft skills. We arrange a buddy for every intern to 
help them adapt to their respective industries and guide them for future career progression. In FYE 2021, we organised various 
engagement programmes to improve the relationship among our interns. These included Vinterns Engagement and Contest, 
CEO Engagement Session and Trainee Feedback Session. These programmes offer diverse learning opportunities and practical 
project participation for interns to develop themselves and engage with our leaders. In FYE 2021, a total of 402 responses 
were collected from our trainee feedback session. This indicated the transparent communication in our internship recruitment 
programme.

 To sustain our diversified talent pool, we hired 183 interns in FYE 2021 (FYE 2020: 113 interns) from local and overseas 
universities and colleges. Outstanding interns were awarded with offers to join ViTrox upon graduation. Since 2017, we have 
successfully converted more than 20% of our interns into permanent hires.  

 In addition, we also collaborated with UTAR and Forward School to support qualified students by providing financial assistance on 
their course fees through ViTrox Education Financial Assistance  (“VEFA”) Programme. In FYE 2021, under the VEFA programme, 
ViTrox sponsored one (1) (2020: 1) student from UTAR and six (6) (2020: 5) students from Forward School.
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Talent Attraction and Retention (cont'd)

ViTroxians Engagement Programme

ViTrox listens to all ViTroxians by collecting their feedback through various communication platforms from time to time. The results 
represent the enthusiasm and connection of our people to ViTrox, serving as a measurement of the motivation of our people and an 
indicator for ViTroxians retention. Based on our people’s engagement feedback, our people managers and people operational teams 
take meaningful actions to motivate our people at work. 

We use Employee Net Promoter Score (“eNPS”) survey to collect ViTroxians’ feedback on a quarterly basis as follows:-

Employee Net Promoter Score

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

47.48

53.11

54.30

Besides, ViTrox uses an annual employee engagement survey that measures ViTroxians’ engagement and satisfaction level. We also 
conduct social and environmental impact assessment through this survey. The survey covers the following seven (7) key aspects of 
working life which we regard as important drivers of employee engagement:-

• Organisation
• Corporate culture
• Working environment
• Job
• Performance and recognition
• Training/Career path
• Co-worker/Teamwork

Annual Employee Satisfaction Rate

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

94.93

95.42

95.35

Additionally, ViTrox uses the Annual 180-Degree Evaluation to allow ViTroxians to clarify expectations with the immediate supervisor in 
attaining the departmental goals and identifying room for improvement. 

We also have the “my voice” platform (“V-Voice”) which is a grievance channel for our people to voice their concerns and provide 
feedback at any time. The complaints or grievances received are dealt with and resolved fairly and expediently.
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Talent Attraction and Retention (cont'd)

Employees Turnover 

To ensure talent mobility and long-term growth, ViTrox believes that a healthy employee turnover rate should be between 5% and 
10%. In FYE 2021, ViTrox’s employee turnover rate was 7.50%, which is in line with what we believe to be a healthy turnover rate. Our 
turnover is 100% local employees, mainly consisting of those aged below 30 years old, since 2019. Our employees turnover details 
are as follows:-

Employees Turnover FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

By Gender

Male 29 64.44% 38 70.37% 39 72.22%

Female 16 35.56% 16 29.63% 15 27.78%

Total 45 100.00% 54 100.00% 54 100.00%

By Age Group

Under 30 years old 35 77.78% 35 64.81% 39 72.22%

30-50 years old 10 22.22% 19 35.19% 13 24.07%

Over 50 years old - - - - 2 3.71%

Total 45 100.00% 54 100.00% 54 100.00%

Employees Turnover by Gender

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

 Female       Male

1545
16

54 54

29
38 39

16

Employees Turnover by Age Group

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

 Over 50 years old   30-50 years old   Under 30 years old

45

54 54
2

35 35 39

13

0

19
1010

0
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Talent Attraction and Retention (cont'd)

Employees Turnover (cont'd)

Employee Turnover Rate

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

8.10%
8.70%

7.50%

Talent Development

ViTrox is committed to providing fair opportunities to our employees through various learning experiences to achieve high performance. 
As the pandemic continues to challenge our daily lives and the physical presence of our employees at work, we leverage the best 
use of technology to accelerate the learning and development of our employees through online learning. We continue to keep our 
employees up to date with the latest skills and knowledge to enhance their competencies and performance. 

Training and Development

Learning and development is a lifelong and continuous process that requires a strategic and long-term approach to ensure all action 
plans for learning and development initiatives are aligned with the Company’s purpose, vision, mission and core values. ViTrox is 
dedicated to nurturing our employees through diverse learning experiences to achieve excellence, which in return, will fulfil the current 
and future needs of the Company.

Our employees are provided with platforms to share, teach, train, mentor, coach and learn from one another. In FYE 2021, we 
recorded a total of 32,762 (FYE 2020: 23,332) training hours.

Annual Training Hours

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

36,153

23,332

32,762
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Talent Development (cont'd)

Training and Development (cont'd)

Average Training Hours per Employee

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

57

34

41

In FYE 2021, we organised a total of 795 (FYE 2020: 496) sharing sessions and 181 (FYE 2020: 175) training sessions for our 
employees to keep abreast with the latest developments and best practices in the industry. The breakdown of training hours is shown 
in the table below:-

Training Hours FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Average training hours by gender:-

• Male 56 35 40

• Female 62 33 42

Average training hours by employee category:-

• Non-executive 24 9 19

• Executive 62 37 45

• Middle management 66 49 47

• Senior management 47 51 29

Our training and development programmes include:-

Orientation The objective of the orientation programme is to provide newly joined ViTroxians with sufficient 
information to allow a comfortable transition to the Company. This programme is divided into 
two (2) parts:-
• Orientation Part I is provided to newly joined ViTroxians within the first week of employment. 

It covers a wide range of activities such as our Company profiles, policies and procedures, 
ViTroxian benefits and other related information.

• Orientation Part II is provided to newly joined ViTroxians within the first three (3) months of 
employment. It covers an in-depth sharing by the Company leaders on the Company’s from 
vision, mission and ViTrox's history to corporate culture, Company products, performance 
system and reward.
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Talent Development (cont'd)

Training and Development (cont'd)

On-the-job training (“OJT”) OJT is delivered by the buddy/OJT trainers for ViTroxians to acquire skills, knowledge and 
competencies to perform a specific job in the Company.

Off-the-job training Off-the-job training is conducted to continuously develop ViTroxians to acquire, learn and sharpen 
relevant knowledge, skills and appropriate attitude to close the competency gap. Off-the-job 
training includes in-house training and external training.

Overseas exhibition/
seminar

Exhibitions and seminars are external opportunities for ViTroxians to gain exposure and awareness 
of the latest professional and industrial knowledge for our people to keep abreast of the new 
technologies, legislation, issues and developments.

Knowledge sharing session ViTrox cultivates the culture of learning and teaching among our people through knowledge sharing 
sessions, such as intradepartmental and interdepartmental sharing, Company-wide sharing and 
technical sharing.

Group study session Our Pit-Stop session is a leadership platform for all managers and leaders to meet, share and learn 
leadership and people management skills.

Education assistance 
programme

ViTrox has established an education assistance programme since 2018 to encourage and assist our 
employees through formal educational and professional development opportunities. The programme 
covers financial and non-financial assistance to support our employees to pursue educational goals 
such as diploma programmes, degree programmes, master’s degree programmes and beyond.

The financial assistance supports our employees in expenses such as registration fee, tuition fee 
and examination fee. The non-financial assistance encompasses examination leave, the use of 
Company facilities and special work arrangements.

In FYE 2021, the programme benefitted a total of five (5) employees who pursued part-time study 
in master’s degree programme (four (4) employees) and PhD programme (one (1) employee).
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Talent Development (cont'd)

Knowledge Sharing Sessions

ViTrox leaders and future leaders promote knowledge sharing by conducting regular sharing sessions for their teams and all ViTroxians. 
The number of sharing sessions conducted is listed as follows:-

Sharing Sessions FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Intradepartmental sharing 101 230 444

Interdepartmental sharing 117 182 151

Off-site sharing 27 39 122

Corporate sharing 68 29 52

Technical sharing 26 14 25

Pit-Stop session 7 2 1

Total 346 496 795

Leadership Platforms and Programmes

At ViTrox, we believe that all leaders are teachers who prioritise the team’s professional development and personal growth. Great 
teachers make great leaders because they have the ability to educate, inspire, influence and empower our people. Leaders establish 
trust through teaching and mentoring their subordinates and all ViTroxians. This strengthens relationships and allows leaders to serve 
as positive role models to motivate ViTroxians.

Our leadership platforms and programmes are as follows:-

V-Care Management 
Group

V-Leader Club 
Google Chat Group

Leadership 
Programme

Mentoring and 
Coaching Platform

E-Learning Platform 
(V-LMS)

A dedicated platform 
for all ViTrox people 
managers to interact, 
communicate and 
share information in 
managing a high-
performance team.

A digital tool for all 
the ViTrox people 
managers to share 
knowledge and 
resources. This tool 
also serves as an 
online discussion 
platform for issues and 
case studies.

Various mechanisms 
and interventions are 
established to identify 
the key capabilities of 
our leaders, such as 
the structural training 
programme, Dale 
Carnegie course  and 
leadership training for 
managers.

A platform to promote 
collaborative learning 
among the teams 
by monitoring and 
coaching peers 
for them to learn, 
grow and improve 
the relevancy and 
facilitate organisational 
learning. This process 
has been supported 
by an internally built 
learning management 
system (LMS 2.0).

An internal learning 
platform that offers our 
employees access to 
internally developed 
online courses for self-
learning.
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Workplace Health and Safety 

ViTrox promotes a safety culture and strives to build a safe and healthy workplace with good practices in safety and health. 

Our Response to COVID-19

Throughout 2021, ViTrox has adopted various preventive and control measures to safeguard the health and safety of ViTroxians and 
ensure business continuity during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our initiatives include the following:-

i. Participated in Public-Private Partnership COVID-19 Industry Immunisation Programme (“PIKAS”)

 In line with the nation’s goal of achieving herd immunity, ViTrox participated in two (2) PIKAS to offer vaccination to our people 
and supply chain partners. A total of 1,236 individuals and 38 of our supply chain partners benefited from the PIKAS vaccination 
programme. By October 2021, 100% of our ViTroxians and Vinterns had completed at least two (2) doses of vaccination.

ii. COVID-19 Task Force

 The COVID-19 Task Force encompasses the senior management 
team, business unit heads, core operation team and the shared 
services members. The team is tasked with the following 
responsibilities:-

• Strengthen the coordination and effectiveness of COVID-19 
response

• Manage and cope with the uncertainties and operational 
disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic

• Review and adjust the Company-wide SOPs in response to 
the case trend in ViTrox and the community from time to time

• Align safety and health protocols to ensure it fulfils requirements 
stipulated by the government
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Workplace Health and Safety (cont'd)

Our Response to COVID-19 (cont'd)

iii. Platform for transparent communication and updates on the COVID-19 status

 ViTrox responded by conducting frequent, open dialogues with our people and introducing a range of initiatives via familiar 
platforms to protect their health and promote mental and physical well-being. These include:-

• Regular COVID-19 updates 
• Weekly COVID-19 Task Force meeting
• Email communication on COVID-19 updates and information 

iv. Preventive measures on our people

• Introduced a new remote working policy, for instance, facilitated work-from-home arrangement 
• Provided relevant personal protective equipment (“PPE”)
• Implemented “no mask, no talk” policy to reduce the spread of droplets
• Conducted temperature screening
• Implemented declaration system to allow employees to report symptoms or potential close contact with positive cases
• Enhanced cleaning and disinfection of workplaces 
• Shared constructive information and updates regarding COVID-19 
• Enhanced understanding and frequent communication on social distancing, mask-wearing and handwashing when 

working on Campus
• Isolated employees with potential exposure to the virus
• Distributed self-test kits biweekly to all employees and subcontractors
• Provided our people with surgical face masks and cloth face masks to encourage double masking
• Performed contact tracing immediately to identify and isolate close contacts to break the chain of transmission upon 

detection of positive cases
• Segregated employees involved in operations into two (2) teams (Team A and Team B)
• Distributed safety glasses to operational and technical support teams as extra precautionary measures
• Paid half-day time-off for those taking vaccination

v. Implementation of safe workplace measures

• Segregated common facilities, for instance, smoking area and prayers room
• Segregated non-operation and operation teams to ensure business continuity
• Cleaned workplace regularly and disinfected workplace immediately following the detection of positive case
• Implemented buffer zones to minimise face-to-face contact when passing items
• Checked MySejahtera profiles upon arrival at ViTrox to screen out high-risk individuals
• Marked social distancing at common areas
• Set up amenities at various locations throughout the Campus to prevent the spread of virus, for instance, hand-sanitizers, 

bio-waste bins, face shield and face mask stations
• Set up an automated scanning system to retrieve individual’s MySejahtera status of those entering the ViTrox premises; 

the smart scanning system helped to ensure that no potentially high-risk individuals are allowed to enter the premises

The implementation of COVID-19 measures has been proven effective in controlling the spread of infection within ViTrox’s premises. 
ViTrox managed to achieve zero (0) workplace transmission in FYE 2021. 
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Workplace Health and Safety (cont'd)

Occupational Safety and Health Policy ("OSH")  

Our OSH management unit safeguards and drives improvements in areas related to ViTrox’s EHS performance. We have established 
an OSH policy that aims to create a safe, healthy and conducive work environment with guidelines for employees to uphold the 
policy for achieving zero (0) injuries/casualties in our production plants and creating safety awareness. The OSH policy covers all 
ViTroxians, employees of suppliers, contractors and customers including those engaged in the works within all ViTrox premises. We 
are committed to:-

• Adhering to the relevant Malaysian laws and regulations as well as the Company’s own requirements
• Raising awareness on workplace safety and health among employees through continuous training, dissemination of information 

and proper standard operating instructions
• Carrying out workplace safety and health inspection, monitoring and auditing
• Ensuring all accidents, occupational illnesses or near misses are reported, investigated and corrective measures are taken to 

prevent a recurrence
• Continuously improving the Company’s occupational safety and health performance

Employees are taught to:-

• Care for themselves and others’ safety and health at all times
• Follow the standard work instructions at all times
• Maintain good housekeeping practices
• Use PPE whenever required and maintain it
• Report hazardous conditions, accidents and occupational illnesses immediately
• Participate in and support safety and health programmes

EHS Committee and Performance Management  

At ViTrox, our EHS committee is responsible for safeguarding, managing, discussing and reporting areas related to ViTrox’s EHS 
performance. The EHS committee comprised our Executive Vice President, Yeoh Shih Hoong, as the chairman, the safety and health 
officer as the secretary as well as other employer representatives and employee representatives from various departments. 

The committee members conduct quarterly EHS inspections to monitor the effectiveness of the EHS management system regularly, 
engage with the management and drive process improvements. The committee members also report on the steps to be taken to 
prevent or minimise accidents at the workplace. The EHS committee meets at least once every three (3) months to review OSH 
programmes, injury and illness records and workplace inspection findings.

ViTrox has achieved a Grade “A” two (2) times consecutively from the workplace audit conducted by the Department of Occupational 
Safety and Health every one (1) and a half years. This achievement reflects the consistent and hard work of our EHS team and 
committee.

Incident and Hazard Reporting Matrix  

ViTrox has established an Incident and Hazard Recording Matrix to report and record any work-related injuries, illnesses or events. 
We investigate all reported incidents to identify the root causes and to implement the appropriate corrective and preventive actions 
among our people. 

In the EHS management system, we include Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment and Risk Control (“HIRARC”) to continuously 
improve and drive for zero (0) accidents without a lost day. We conduct HIRARC and quarterly EHS workplace inspections to identify 
the work-related hazards, assess risks and apply the hierarchy of control. Trained personnel review the HIRARC once a year with the 
person in charge of the work areas.
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Workplace Health and Safety (cont'd)

Incident and Hazard Reporting Matrix (cont'd)

Every employee receives an OSH induction, which describes employees’ rights to withdraw oneself from potentially dangerous 
circumstances that might result in injury or illness. 

Proactive Incident and Hazard Reporting Process

Employee reports incident or hazard

EHS team reviews the report

EHS team coordinates the internal or external communication of the report

EHS team reports to a person-in-charge (“PIC”) who is the representative for particular area, a 
manager or a supervisor

EHS team conducts investigation and recommends corrective and preventive action(s) (“CAPA”) to 
the PIC

PIC generates a follow-up report

EHS team reviews reports regularly and the CAPA implementation

Incident Summary

Incident Rate

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

 Incidence Rate (“IR”)        Lost Time Incident Frequency Rate (“LTIFR”)

2.37

1.19

2.08

0.55

3.11

1.65

Notes:-
1 IR refers to the number of occupational incidents occurring in a workplace per 1 million hours worked
2 LTIFR refers to the number of lost time injuries occurring in a workplace per 1 million hours worked
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Workplace Health and Safety (cont'd)

Incident Summary (cont'd)

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Total headcount (inclusive of our ViTroxians, subcontractors and trainees) 790 837 1,098

Number of lost time injuries 1 4 3

Total lost days 2 18 4

The total recorded occupational lost time injuries decreased to three (3) in FYE 2021 against four (4) in FYE 2020. These three (3) 
recorded occupational incidents contributed to four (4) lost days as compared to 18 lost days in FYE 2020. The incidents were 
reported and recorded according to the Notification of Accident, Dangerous Occurrence, Occupational Poisoning and Occupational 
Disease (“NADOPOD”) Guideline by the Department of Occupational Safety and Health Malaysia and ViTrox’s Incident Reporting and 
Recording Matrix.

In FYE 2021, there were three (3) minor workplace lost time injuries reported. Below we summarised the root causes and actions 
taken by ViTrox:-

Type of Injury Root Cause Corrective Action Preventive Action

Scalp abrasion Extended static robotic arm 
located at an awkward position

Machine’s robotic arm rotated to face inwards 

Nail bed injury Unguarded machine cooling fan Briefed employees on the safety 
hazard when working on machines 
with the unguarded cooling fan

Added new fanguard with smaller 
opening on the cooling fan with 
new R&D design

Minor soft tissue 
injuries

Slippery algae on drainage cover Removed algae from the 
drainage cover

Inspected drainage covers 
regularly

 
OSH Awareness and Training Programmes  

ViTrox raises health and safety awareness by conducting training sessions including safety training, first aid training and incident 
management. Training programmes are provided to employees along with regular surveillance of employees’ health as a part of a free 
healthcare campaign. In FYE 2021, 453 (2020: 260) pax participated in health and safety training programmes. Our OSH awareness 
and training programmes include:-

Occupational First Aid and 
Cardiopulmonary 

Resuscitation (“CPR”) 

HIRARC for ISO45001

 X-Ray Safety and Awareness

Firefighting

NIOSH Contractors Safety 
Passport System

 Safe Forklift Driving

Radiation Protection

Chemical Management and 
Spillage Control
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Workplace Health and Safety (cont'd)

OSH Awareness and Training Programmes (cont'd)

Apart from training, ViTrox also provides employees with a platform to access relevant information on OSH matters through our internal 
safety and health portal. Regular risk assessments are conducted with emergency treatments and first aid kits ready for application 
for employees to prevent ill health and take care of our employees. These assessments include:-

• Chemical Health Risk Assessment (“CHRA”)
• Area and personal chemical exposure monitoring
• Examination and testing of local exhaust ventilation system
• Noise risk assessment

Emergency Response

Our Emergency Response Team (“ERT”) is always ready to respond to emergencies. In FYE 2021, ViTrox’s ERT had approximately 
51 people, the same as in FYE 2020. They are trained to respond to emergencies and provide assistance such as first aid, firefighting 
and building evacuation. 

ViTrox had no reported work-related ill-health incidents from FYE 2019 to FYE 2021.

Employee Well-being

At ViTrox, we understand and recognise the importance of a positive workplace that encourages employees to stay healthy, happy 
and motivated. Protecting our people’s health and well-being is crucial in helping our people thrive and realise their potential. ViTrox 
is committed to providing a physically and psychologically safe, conducive and green working environment where all ViTroxians 
are recognised, appreciated and treated with care and respect. ViTroxians uphold the I.A.C.T.G. core values in our daily practices,  
creating a harmonious, trusted and caring workplace.

Body, Mind and Soul ("BMS")

ViTrox prioritises building a positive physical and mental health environment in the workplace to enable our people to thrive. The 
following are our activities:-

i. Wellness facilities

       Having an outlet for employees to participate in team 
sports fosters a real sense of team spirit and camaraderie 
among team members. 

 ViTrox owns facilities like our V-Sports court, gym room, 
V-Indoor sports area and yoga room in ViTrox Campus 
2.0 to encourage our people to practise and participate 
in healthy and active lifestyles. The V-Sports court, which 
accommodates recreational activities such as basketball, 
futsal, tennis, volleyball and sepak takraw, is available to all 
ViTroxians with sports equipment provided. 

 Our people can utilise these facilities after work to enjoy 
a selection of invigorating exercises, reaping long-term 
health benefits of improved mental health and state of 
well-being.

 
ii. Meals and drinks

 ViTrox hires an internal V-Chef team to prepare free 
vegetarian meals, known as V-Meal, and herbal tea for 
employees. Serving vegetarian meals not only encourages 
employees to adopt a healthy lifestyle, but we also save 
and protect animal lives. Premium ingredients such as 
Himalayan salt, parboiled rice, olive oil and brown sugar, 
are used to prepare the meals for employees. Healthy 
beverages such as fruit juice, enzyme drink and grain 
beverage, are served in V-Cafe at affordable prices.
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Employee Well-being (cont'd)

Body, Mind and Soul ("BMS") (cont'd)

iii.  Special interest clubs

 ViTrox believes it is important to foster a positive environment 
that encourages our people to have meaningful recreational 
activities and positive interactions among coworkers. At ViTrox, 
we have a total of nine (9) special interest clubs. Each club 
organises unique activities for our people to participate in, 
further develop their skills and personal interests and foster 
positive relationships between colleagues. Our Sports and 
Recreation Club is one of the special interest clubs in ViTrox 
where ViTroxians who have an interest in sports join the sports 
activities together. Our indoor and outdoor recreational activities 
and interest clubs include:-

• Flora and Farming Club
• Go Green Club
• Cooking Club
• Performing and Art Club
• Music and Singing Club
• Charity Club
• Toastmasters Club
• Photography Club
• Sports and Recreation Club (consists of a few sub-clubs: 

running, badminton, basketball, cycling, ping-pong, 
futsal, yoga, tennis, gym, table tennis and Tabata)

iv. Health programmes and activities

 Our employees are also provided with 
various facilities and programmes such 
as the BMS programme, healthcare 
campaign and V-Meal programme. 

 V-Virtual exercise was held to encourage 
employees to exercise during the 
pandemic period. T-shirts were given to 
participants and medals were provided to 
the finishers. We also organised a Meatless 
Meal Challenge to promote a healthy 
lifestyle by changing eating habits. We 
also provided Vitamin C supplements to 
all employees, interns and subcontractors 
in the second quarter of FYE 2021, during 
the spike in COVID-19 cases in Malaysia. 

v. Mindfulness or sound bathing classes

 We also take care of our ViTroxians’ mental growth by promoting mindfulness or sound bathing classes. During the pandemic 
period, there were restrictions on physical activities and the government encouraged online activities. Thus, we conducted 
online mindfulness classes for our people to continuously learn the skill and sustain the mindfulness practice to calm both of 
their mind and body. 

vi. Health screening

 Other than physical sports activities as well as mindfulness classes, to help our people for better health screening, ViTrox provided 
full subsidy on the blood test to employees in FYE 2021. Employees may look for the well-being coach at our appointed panel 
clinic whenever they need and the charges will be borne by the Company.
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Employee Well-being (cont'd)

Body, Mind and Soul ("BMS") (cont'd)

vii. Other welfare activities and in-house facilities

 Save for those mentioned above, ViTrox takes good care of our people by organising various welfare activities and preparing 
in-house facilities such as:-

• Overseas or domestic company trips, celebration lunch or dinner
• ViTrox birthday gifts
• Indoor and outdoor recreational activities
• ViTroxian service awards
• Team building activities
• In-house automated teller machine ("ATM")
• Sickbay for sick employees
• Prayer rooms

Diversity and Inclusion

ViTrox strongly believes in the value of a diverse and inclusive workforce. ViTrox values the uniqueness, potential and perspectives of 
our people. Each individual in an organisation brings not only religious and cultural differences, but also diverse perspectives, work and 
life experiences. Our people are able to recognise and accept the differences and work towards a common goal harmoniously, utilising 
diversity and inclusion as an enabler of business impact. We believe that a diverse and inclusive workplace creates more innovative 
ideas and builds trusted relationships.

In line with our efforts to enhance diversity and inclusion among our workforce, ViTrox’s People Operation leaders engaged with human 
resource experts to learn the best practices in implementing diversity, equality and inclusion initiatives in our workplace. All ViTroxians 
are treated fairly and impartially for employment, professional advancement and promotion. Recruitment, employment, placement, 
development, training, remuneration and advancement are justified through qualifications, work performance, skills and experience. 
This is to ensure equal opportunity and eliminate discrimination regardless of gender, age, nationality, race, religion, social or ethnic 
origin, sexual orientation and disabilities. 

Workforce Diversity

In FYE 2021, ViTrox headcount increased to 799 pax, from 679 pax in FYE 2020. The details of the employee profile are presented 
as follows:-

 Male 
69.96%

Female
30.04%

FYE 2021
Gender
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Diversity and Inclusion (cont'd)

Workforce Diversity (cont'd)

Employee Category 
by Gender

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Female Male Total Female Male Total Female Male Total

Non-executive 15 67 82 14 73 87 18 90 108

Executive 149 314 463 174 341 515 202 403 605

Middle Management 14 55 69 14 53 67 17 53 70

Senior Management 3 12 15 1 9 10 3 13 16

Grand Total 181 448 629 203 476 679 240 559 799

Percentage 28.78 71.22 100.00 29.90 70.10 100.00 30.04 69.96 100.00

Employee Category
by Age Group

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

< 30 30-50 > 50 Total < 30 30-50 > 50 Total < 30 30-50 > 50 Total

Non-executive 44 34 4 82 42 42 3 87 60 45 3 108

Executive 312 151 - 463 331 184 - 515 386 215 4 605

Middle Management 1 65 3 69 1 60 6 67 1 59 10 70

Senior Management - 10 5 15 - 7 3 10 - 5 11 16

Grand Total 357 260 12 629 374 293 12 679 447 324 28 799

Percentage 56.76 41.34 1.90 100.00 55.08 43.15 1.77 100.00 55.94 40.55 3.51 100.00 

Employee Category
by Nationality

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Local Foreign Total Local Foreign Total Local Foreign Total

Non-Executive 82 - 82 87 - 87 108 - 108

Executive 451 12 463 504 11 515 595 10 605

Middle Management 69 - 69 67 - 67 70 - 70

Senior Management 15 - 15 10 - 10 16 - 16

Grand Total 617 12 629 668 11 679 789 10 799

Percentage 98.09 1.91 100.00 98.38 1.62 100.00 98.75 1.25 100.00
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Diversity and Inclusion (cont'd)

Workforce Diversity (cont'd)

Employee Type
FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Female Male Total Female Male Total Female Male Total

Contract:-

• Local 5 27 32 8 19 27 14 26 40

• Foreign - 12 12 - 11 11 - 9 9

Total 5 39 44 8 30 38 14 35 49

Permanent:-

• Local 176 409 585 195 446 641 226 524 750

• Foreign - - - - - - - - -

Total 176 409 585 195 446 641 226 524 750

Grand Total 181 448 629 203 476 679 240 559 799

In FYE 2021, 98.75% (FYE 2020: 98.38%) of our workforce are local talents in Malaysia, while the remaining are high skilled foreign 
workers. 

In FYE 2021, the disabled workforce of ViTrox remained at one (1) employee or 0.13% of our total workforce.

Gender Diversity

Female representation is considered an 
important aspect of diversity. In FYE 2021, 
30.04% of our employees are women, a 
slight increase from 29.9% in FYE 2020. We 
also observed that the percentage of women 
in Management has increased to 23.26% in 
FYE 2021, compared to 19.48% in FYE 2020. 
ViTrox continues to promote gender diversity 
and inclusiveness. We endeavour to provide 
sufficient support to our people’s personal 
and work lives. As such, ViTrox built facilities 
such as mother’s rooms, known as V-Mum 
room, to support new mothers returning to 
work and their nursing needs of their babies. 
In addition, designated parking spots, known 
as V-Mum Parking Spots, are allocated as 
our gesture of respect to expectant mothers, 
making their lives easier. 
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Diversity and Inclusion (cont'd)

Gender Diversity (cont'd)

Female Workers

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

 % of women employees        % of women in management

30.04%

23.26%

19.48%

20.24%

29.90%
28.78%

Human Rights

ViTrox is committed to complying with international standards, local laws and regulations applicable to the protection of the rights and 
interests of all our people. ViTrox is committed to safeguarding the human rights of ViTroxians and treating each of our people with 
dignity and respect, as stated in the ViTrox Employee Handbook. The English version of ViTrox Employee Handbook is available for all 
ViTroxians in ViTrox headquarters in Malaysia, while the Chinese version of ViTrox Employee Handbook is available for our subsidiary 
in China, ViTrox Technologies (Suzhou) Co., Ltd. 

We strive to provide an open-minded, accepting, respectful, caring and compassionate working environment where there is no threat 
of violence, sexual exploitation or abuse, verbal or psychological harassment or abuse. No harsh or inhumane treatment, coercion of 
any kind is tolerated, nor is there to be the threat of any such treatment. In addition, ViTrox has provided practical guidance and training 
for all people managers on handling misconduct, including bullying and harassment.

At ViTrox, we practise an “open-door” policy whereby our people have access to all levels of management to seek clarification from 
the immediate supervisor and managers or the People Management Department at any time. Beyond that, we communicate all our 
policies to our new and existing ViTroxians through various platforms, such as regular Company email notifications, quarterly meetings 
and intranet platform. Our objectives include:-

• To attain the highest standard of employment practice in compliance with the enacted laws
• To uphold the culture and principles of equal opportunities in employment
• To create a working environment where every team member is treated fairly and without fear of reprisal, intimidation or harassment
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Human Rights (cont'd)

To ensure the human rights and labour standards are communicated to all ViTroxians, ViTrox Employee Handbook also includes:-

Labour management - Fair
treatment and non-discrimination,

child labour and forced labour
prevention

Zero (0) tolerance to misconduct, 
bullying and harassment

All working hours do not exceed 
the maximum set by local laws and 

regulations

Availability of grievance platform

OSH policy

Wages and benefits comply with all 
applicable laws and regulations

Freedom of association and 
collective bargaining

Labour Management - Fair Treatment and Non-discrimination, Child Labour and Forced Labour Prevention

ViTrox complies with all applicable local and national labour laws and regulations in the countries we operate. Child labour and forced 
labour are prohibited, as stated in ViTrox Employee Handbook. We do not hire children below the age set by the current laws and 
regulations. All young persons shall be protected from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or that may be harmful to 
the individual’s health, physical, mental, social, spiritual or moral development. In addition, we do not engage or hire people against 
their own free will.

All Working Hours Do Not Exceed the Maximum Set by Local Laws and Regulations

All work, including overtime work, will be voluntary; and ViTroxians are free to leave upon reasonable notice. The use of misleading or 
fraudulent practices during the recruitment of ViTroxians is not tolerated; and charging recruitment fees to the ViTroxians is prohibited, 
especially to foreign workers. ViTrox adheres to the local and national laws and regulations related to working hours and overtime. All 
overtime work is voluntary and compensated at the prevailing overtime rates.

Zero (0) Tolerance to Misconduct, Bullying and Harassment and Availability of Grievance Platform

ViTrox has zero (0) tolerance to misconduct, bullying and harassment. We conduct periodic risk assessments to monitor and identify 
the existing and potential new opportunities and risks related to human rights matter. We do not mandate ViTroxians to hand over 
government-issued identification, passports or work permits as a condition of employment. Besides that, ViTrox has established 
formal mechanisms to protect and guarantee confidentiality of identity for all stakeholders. If further action is required, ViTrox shall 
make every possible effort to mitigate such risks, complaints or grievances as equitably and as quickly as possible. ViTrox has also 
created a grievance channel, "my voice" platform (“V-Voice”), for all ViTroxians to voice their concerns and provide feedback anytime. 
The constructive feedback received will then be reviewed in the management meetings for further improvement.

For FYE 2021, ViTrox recorded zero (0) case on disputes of labour standards and human rights. 

Human Rights and Labour Standards FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Number of discrimination incidents 0 0 0

Number of child labour incidents 0 0 0

Number of grievances about human rights issues 0 0 0

Number of forced or compulsory labour incidents 0 0 0

Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining

ViTrox complies with all applicable local laws and regulations which grant all employees the right to freedom of association, expression 
and opinion as well as collective bargaining. ViTrox supports the rights of employees to freely and voluntarily form or join occupational 
associations and unions.
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The theme for FYE 2021 was “Growth at the Speed of Trust’’. We envisaged the sharply rising demand for semiconductor chips due 
to the “work-from-home” economy, Industry 4.0 and 5G proliferation; hence we acted swiftly with faster and uninterrupted delivery of 
our products and services to fulfil our worldwide customers’ needs. Towards achieving leaner operation and better material planning, 
we run our business with uncompromised integrity and entrust our people to do the right thing and lead with an ownership mindset. 

ViTrox’s purpose is to contribute to the advancement of society and the well-being of humankind through compassionate innovation. 
We believe that we can make faster and more efficient business decisions for better results with fewer resources in a high trust 
environment. 

ViTrox believes that when we achieve this high trust level among all ViTroxians, we will deliver the best-in-class products and services 
to our customers on time without fail and ultimately be the world’s most trusted technology company. As such, “Growth at the Speed 
of Trust” undergirds all our business activities and sets us in the direction towards a constant momentum of sustainable business 
growth as we empower our people and business partners to fulfil the needs of our customers notwithstanding a global pandemic. 

The Group continues to invest in end-to-end operational speed and product quality improvements. In FYE 2021, our teams worked 
hard to improve ViTrox’s Enterprise Resource Planning System to achieve a shorter end-to-end lead time by 20% by the end of the 
year. Our Group continues our shorter end-to-end initiatives through innovative process re-engineering, value stream mapping, real-
time tracking and online monitoring, as well as utilising our V-ONE® solution on all quality-related issues to shorten essential products’ 
delivery lead time while refining our product and process quality. For more information, please refer to the Management Discussion 
and Analysis section of our Annual Report 2021.

Innovation and Product Excellence

Innovation is the foundation for growth at ViTrox. ViTrox strives to stay ahead in the digital era by putting extra effort into R&D. We 
explore innovative ideas to deliver advanced and intelligent products and solutions to customers and implement numerous Industry 4.0 
innovations to enhance the overall productivity and efficiency of the manufacturing lines. Our goal is to develop and innovate machine 
vision technologies for our customers to minimise global electronic waste for a sustainable future and bring positive contributions to 
society and humankind.

V-ONE®, V-EYE and Smart Andon V-RING System

V-ONE®

A Homegrown Industry 4.0 Smart Solution

• Provides insightful real-time analytics on machines and production data 
information for our engineers to view their manufacturing trends

• Tracks, monitors and manages our energy consumption by making 
precise decisions

• Analyses our plant-wide energy consumption pattern and behaviour

• Devises the best strategy for energy management and efficiency and 
long-term sustainability 

V-EYE

A Real-Time Monitoring System For Manufacturing Lines

• Allows user to remotely monitor and track the status of all job orders at 
the manufacturing lines

• Eliminates frequent meetings, line tours and interviews with production 
engineers

• Assures on-time delivery for orders with greater visibility and 
responsiveness
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Innovation and Product Excellence (cont'd)

V-ONE®, V-EYE and Smart Andon V-RING System (cont'd)

V-RING System

A Real-Time Quality Issue Triggering System

• Captures and tracks quality-related problems occurring throughout the 
manufacturing line and other operational-related functionality

• Allows users to stay ahead of the issues arise and take immediate and 
appropriate countermeasures to address and resolve the issues

• Minimise possible losses and wastage and guarantee excellent product 
quality

Product Excellence

Our mission is to provide the most innovative, advanced and cost-effective machine vision solution of excellent quality to our customers 
through integration of our technology, our people and strategic alliances. 

We aim to achieve:-

• Excellent and world-class products and services
• Total customer satisfaction
• Continuous growth and profitability
• Long-term partnership with our customers, alliances and employees

ViTrox continues to expand its core business in the back-end semiconductor and electronic assembly sector through the four (4) 
business units, namely MVS-S, MVS-T, ABI and ECS. We successfully launched more than 30 new products, modules and enhanced
features in our vision inspection and embedded electronics systems in FYE 2021. 

We strive to launch at least two (2) new or enhanced innovative products annually by each business unit in order to stay competitive in 
the market we serve and to stay at the forefront of the technology, supporting our key customers’ product roadmap in 5G, computing, 
automotive, telecommunication infrastructure, healthcare and aerospace.
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Innovation and Product Excellence (cont'd)

Research and Development (“R&D”)

In the face of rapidly evolving technologies, fast-changing consumer preferences and accelerated product cycles, our R&D team 
continues to fuel our innovation pipeline with machine learning, AI algorithms, agile connectivity for remote sensing and monitoring, as 
well as innovative inspection capabilities, making our products capable of addressing needs for higher throughput, accuracy, quality 
and user-friendliness.

Innovation Pipeline

Machine Learning

Agile Connectivity for Remote Sensing and Monitoring

AI Algorithms

Innovative Inspection Capabilities

In FYE 2021, ViTrox continued to expand its scale of R&D. The total R&D expenditure for the year was RM58.52 million, a 17.35% 
increase from the previous year and 8.60% of the Company’s total revenue. We are committed to staying at the forefront of the 
technology to serve our customers and support their product and process innovation with better, faster and cost-effective vision 
inspection and embedded electronics solutions to address the increasingly complex manufacturing challenges in the Industry 4.0 era.

Despite the economic uncertainties during the COVID-19 pandemic, we continue to strengthen our R&D capacity with an addition of 
92 engineers to our Group in FYE 2021, an 18.89% increase from the previous year.

For our key R&D breakthroughs in FYE 2021, please refer to the Management Discussion and Analysis section of our Annual Report 
2021.

Agricultural Endeavour

Aside from the manufacturing industry, we aim to revolutionise the agriculture industry in the region by designing and creating innovative 
and cost-effective high-tech smart agriculture solutions. These solutions can solve pressing challenges such as high foreign labour 
dependencies, unreliable yields impacted by unpredictable weather conditions and excessive use of pesticides in the country. ViTrox 
Agritech Sdn. Bhd. (“VAG”), 70%-owned subsidiary, was set up to engage in our agricultural endeavour. 

VAG adheres to the principles of Permanent Agriculture (also known as Permaculture) and fully supports biological activities and many 
more eco-friendly initiatives. It designs rainwater harvesting ponds and farms with low energy usage and extremely low-to-no-nutrient 
leaching into waterways and water sources. VAG practises regenerative agriculture where its benefits include efficient carbon capture 
and sustainability in the long term. The use of organic practices and continual improvements by our biologists and plant scientists in 
the team support the unique systems for the production of quality and nutrient-dense food. Operations in the VAG’s farm are designed 
to be highly ergonomic and technology driven, which will be highly beneficial for attracting young and local talents to the agricultural 
field.
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Innovation and Product Excellence (cont'd)

Agricultural Endeavour (cont'd)

To support farmers in reducing labour dependencies, VAG developed a seeder machine, which is able to reduce seeding time of a 
farmer tremendously, by filling at least 72 seeds at one go. Besides, VAG is developing a suite of automation machines for planting 
organic crops with reduced labour dependencies. Our V-Gutter system for planting vegetables in multi-tiered systems in an easier 
manner Spiral Integrated Planting System (“SIPS”) system helps to transplant the plants quickly. In terms of yield improvement, IoT 
systems for agricultural usage are currently in field test improvements and soon to be deployed to larger commercial scale farms. The 
farms will also enjoy practical and affordable protections from innovative climate protection solutions tailored towards local climate.
 
In November 2021, VAG was offered by the Penang Regional Development Authority (“PERDA”) to participate in the Penang’s 
Agriculture Technology Project in Ara Kuda. In this project, VAG will carry out various on-site experiments and trial runs of the new 
innovation in agriculture technology.

Customer Satisfaction

Customers are at the heart of our business and customer satisfaction is crucial for the sustainability and growth of ViTrox. We 
constantly strive to offer high-quality solutions and value-added services to our customers. We prioritise customer engagement and 
communication as the valuable input from the customers is essential in aiding us to achieve excellence. Hence, ViTrox has established 
a diverse range of customer feedback platforms to gather customer feedback to enhance our customer experience and satisfaction 
further.

We aim to track and measure the 
satisfaction level of customers and gain 
valuable insights on how to improve 
product quality and service performance 
through active engagement with 
customers. Hence, we conduct 
regular customer satisfaction surveys 
through online questionnaires or phone 
calls in the scope of product quality, 
product features, delivery lead time, 
responsiveness, training and so forth. 
We analyse the data gathered, identify 
areas of improvement and strategise the 
approaches to further uplift customer 
satisfaction and experience.

ViTrox donates USD5 to selected non-government organisations (“NGOs”) for each survey response received as a token of appreciation 
to encourage our customers to participate in our customer satisfaction surveys. 
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Innovation and Product Excellence (cont'd)

Customer Satisfaction (cont'd)

Our three (3) years’ Customer Net Promoter Score (“NPS”) from FYE 2019 to FYE 2021 as follows:-

NPS

FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

47.77

39.31

46.52

In October 2020, we launched a new initiative, namely Customer Experience Recovery Action (“CERA”), to address less-than-
satisfactory customer feedback or rating with an e-ticketing mechanism in place to take corrective actions promptly. We believe that 
the effectiveness of the CERA programme will strengthen customer satisfaction and NPS in the long run. Besides, we took the initiative 
to migrate the survey data to V-ONE® Dashboard and shared it with respective business units quarterly for their awareness, strategic 
planning and execution.

Raise a ticket and assign
to case manager upon 
receiving less satisfying 
feedback or rating from 

customers

Case manager assigns the 
ticket to case PIC for the 

corrective actions

Marketing and 
Communication personnel 

approaches 
customers for satisfaction 
survey upon issue closure

Close case with 
acknowledgement from 

case manager

We are also committed to protecting proprietary customer information to the highest standard, protecting data privacy to develop 
long-term and trusted partnerships with our customers and business partners.

Awards and Recognitions

The awards and recognitions that ViTrox has received over the years serve as an acknowledgement of ViTrox’s efforts in technological 
innovation and our commitment to development of excellent products.

List of awards and recognitions:-

• Mid-Tier Companies (“MTCs”) CEO Summit 2021 - Automation Advocate
• Global Technology Award 2011 - 2015, 2017, 2019 and 2021
• IPC APEX EXPO 2020 Innovation Awards
• ASEAN SME Excellence Awards 2015 - Innovation
• New Product Introduction Award 2012, 2014 and 2015 - Test & Inspection
• Best in Test Award 2014 - Machine Vision/Inspection
• EM Asia Innovation Award 2013 - Test and Measurement/Inspection Systems
• The Edge Billion Ringgit Club Award 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2021
• Forbes Asia’s 200 Best Under A Billion 2011, 2015, 2017, 2019 and 2021
• ASE Group Outstanding Supplier Award 2018
• ASE Malaysia Supplier Recognition Award 2018 
• ASE Best Supplier Award 2016
• Sin Chew Business Excellence Awards 2015, 2017 and 2018
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Innovation and Product Excellence (cont'd)

Awards and Recognitions (cont'd)

Community Engagement

Our core values are the basic tenets of ViTrox’s shared beliefs that drive us to think, say and do the right things every day in pursuit 
of both individual and corporate success. We recognise our social obligations to our local communities to create shared value and 
reduce negative impacts; we believe it is essential to give back to our community.

We collaborate with local colleges and universities to support the hiring of local talent, encourage volunteerism among our employees 
and arrange charity fundraising events to help those in need. The ultimate objective of our ongoing efforts is to have a good influence 
on the community.

Volunteerism Cultivation

At ViTrox, we embrace the culture of volunteerism and encourage our people to practise humanistic stances in our communities. 
We practise voluntary service as a decisive trait to develop a healthy and meaningful life for each other. ViTrox regularly conducts 
volunteering activities, such as V-Serve programme. 

Below is the summary of volunteering activities and voluntary hours contributed by our volunteers:-

Year Major Volunteering Activities
Total 

Number of 
Activities

Total 
Volunteers

Total Voluntary 
Hours

FYE 2019 • 1013 Charity Event - Fruit Rojak Charity Sales
• CNY Cookies (In-house Handmade) Charity Sales
• Donation to HAMC for Orang Asli
• UTAR Garden Planting 
• Volunteering in V-Meal Serving Programme

27 680 6,037

FYE 2020 • 1013 Charity Event - Fruit Rojak Charity Sales
• CNY Cookies (In-house Handmade) Charity Sales
• Voluntary Performers in "Live Performance on Friday"
• Volunteering in National Day Decoration
• Zen Garden Set-up and Sunflower Planting 

38 773 13,630

FYE 2021 • Lime Tree Charity Sales
• Clothes, Shoes and Blankets Donation to Kawan Shop
• PIKAS Programme
• Mount Miriam Run
• V-Enzyme Making
• Campus 3.0 Groundbreaking
• 1013 Charity Event - Charity Sales
• 1013 Charity Event - Charity Concert
• UTAR Virtual Run
• KL and Selangor Flood Relief 

44 857 12,296
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Community Engagement (cont'd)

Volunteerism Cultivation (cont'd)

V-Serve Programme

Happiness exists in giving and serving others. Apart from our regular volunteer activities, we encourage 
our people to serve through community service and social activities voluntarily. ViTrox donates to certain 
national and worldwide charity organisations (per the volunteers’ preference) based on the voluntary 
hours contributed by the volunteers. 

The six (6) national and worldwide charity organisations that we donate to are as follows:-

• 4PAWS
• Buddhist Tzu-Chi Merits Society Malaysia
• Médecins Sans Frontières (“MSF”)/Doctors Without Borders
• Women’s Centre for Change (“WCC”)
• World Vision
• United Nations Children’s Fund (“UNICEF”)

Year

Volunteer (Initiated by) Voluntary hour (Initiated by)
Donation1 
(RM’000)Individual 

(pax)
Company 

(pax)
Total 
(pax)

Individual 
(hours)

Company 
(hours)

Total 
(hours)

FYE 2019 118 95 213 738 290 1,028 34

FYE 2020 94 46 140 449 167 616 28

FYE 2021 162 50 212 595 356 951 31

Note:-
1 ViTrox made donation of RM50 for each voluntary hour contributed by ViTroxian

In FYE 2021, ViTroxians have volunteered a total of 13,247 hours to improve the well-being for people and their communities, 
highlighting the willingness to do good, compassion and magnanimity of ViTroxians. 
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Community Engagement (cont'd)

Contribution to Society 

ViTrox is determined to make a positive influence in the community through our corporate conscience programmes, such as charity 
donations, fundraising events and corporate social responsibility programmes.

i. Medical donation initiatives

 The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted people’s lives and brought unprecedented challenges to the national healthcare system. 
Local hospitals were overloaded with patients and had limited resources to fight against time and save lives. Seeing the needs, 
ViTrox practised its social responsibility to bridge the gaps in healthcare. We donated isolation gowns and respiratory support 
units to local hospitals.

 In June 2021, ViTrox donated five (5) sets of respiratory support units – humidifiers with integrated flow generators – worth 
RM114,000 to the intensive care unit (“ICU”) at Penang General Hospital. The contribution is made through the Buddhist 

 Tzu-Chi Merits Society Malaysia with the hope to support critically ill COVID-19 patients and healthcare frontliners.

 In August 2021, ViTrox and other entities jointly donated medical supplies to the newly established Kek Lok Si Charity Hospital 
to help patients with financial difficulties to obtain affordable specialist medical services. The donations included 5,000 isolation 
gowns, 10,000 face masks, 200 face shields, 500 N95 masks and 500 KN95 masks.

ii. Fundraising initiatives

 Working with local community organisations, ViTrox initiated numerous fundraising activities in Penang, Malaysia, to give a hand 
to the vulnerable population. Below are the initiatives in FYE 2021:-

•  Fundraising for three (3) NGOs

 ViTrox donated RM1,500 each to three (3) communities, namely Together Charity For Special Home, Rumah Sejahtera 
Permatang Tinggi and St. Nicholas’ Home. Also, ViTrox contributed necessities worth RM2,000 each to Rumah Sejahtera 
Permatang Tinggi and St. Nicholas’ Home to help those in need.

•  Clothes, shoes and blankets donation to Kawan Shop

 With a fund collection of RM450, ViTrox purchased 102 pieces of clothes, shoes and blankets from our V-Sell platform and 
donated them to Kawan Shop for the homeless people.

• 1013 Charity Event - Charity Concert

 In conjunction with the 1013 Charity Event, ViTrox recruited 21 performers and volunteers from internal special interest 
clubs to organise the charity concert and raised RM38,044. The funds raised were donated to the Buddhist Tzu-Chi Merits 
Society as a channel to contribute positively to society. 
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Community Engagement (cont'd)

Contribution to Society (cont'd)

ii. Fundraising initiatives (cont'd)

• Free meal distribution

 In FYE 2021, we carried out the preparation and distribution of 500 sets of V-Meal to the B40 population in the Perai area 
through the NGO Kelab Sukan Elektronik Mutiara Pulau Pinang under the 1013 Charity Event.

 

iii. Education donation initiatives
 
 To support the growth of the future talent pipeline in STEM, ViTrox participated as one of the sponsors for the USM Robocon 

team to compete in the FYE 2020 Malaysia Robocon. In FYE 2021, ViTrox donated personal computers to SJK(C) Kwang Hwa.

iv. Rental of office workplace to PSC

 ViTrox supports the objectives of PSC in sparking interest in science and technology as well as creating a culture of innovation 
and entrepreneurship among the youth community in the country. Since FYE 2017, ViTrox has letted two (2) offices at Krystal 
Point, Penang, to PSC as its classroom/lab with the symbolic value of RM1 monthly rental fee. The estimated rental cost on the 
market is approximately RM40,000 per annum in FYE 2021.
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Community Engagement (cont'd)

Contribution to Society (cont'd)

v. Donation and sponsorship initiatives

 In continuous efforts to support charity and education initiatives, ViTrox donated RM1.94 million to various parties in FYE 2021. 

Year Unit Charity 
Education

Total
VEFA Programme Other than VEFA

FYE 2019 RM’000 157 64 110 331

FYE 2020 RM’000 268 132 503 903

FYE 2021 RM’000 1,022 231 686 1,939

 

Charity

1 ViTrox Foundation

2 Buddhist Tzu-Chi Merits Society 
Malaysia

3 PSC

4 WIZ

5 Mount Miriam Cancer Hospital

6 Other CSR

VEFA Programme:-

1 UTAR

2 Forward School

Other than VEFA:-

1 ViTrox Foundation

2 Renong Group Scholarship Trust 
Fund

3 Chumbaka Sdn. Bhd.

4 UTAR: FICVITROX Innovation 
Challenge

5 UTAR: We Are Vaccinated Virtual 
Run 2021

6 INTI Urban Creativity Competition

7 SMJK Heng Ee

8 SJK(C) Yu Chai

9 UTAR: Virtual Career Fair

Education

vi. ViTrox Foundation

 The ViTrox Foundation was set up on 12 April 2021 as the philanthropic arm of the ViTrox Group. ViTrox aims to contribute more 
to the community through ViTrox Foundation. In FYE 2021, ViTrox contributed a sum of RM1 million to ViTrox Foundation.
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ViTrox strives to strengthen our financial position and enhance our competitiveness by adopting good, ethical and sustainable business 
practices.

Economic Performance

We strongly believe that financial strength and sustainability are equally important in running and growing our business. Hence, ViTrox 
is committed to strengthening our financial position and enhancing our competitiveness by adopting good, ethical and sustainable 
business practices corporate governance and effective capital management.

Our financial performance and position are as follows:-

Unit FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Revenue RM’000 339,592 470,379 680,124

Profit before tax RM’000 81,458 110,309 178,190

Profit for the financial year attributable to the owners of the Company RM’000 79,651 105,621 169,664

Total assets RM’000 616,666 759,967 947,051

Equity attributable to Owners of the Company RM’000 482,388 569,008 711,603

The adoption of various sustainable business practices and effective corporate governance demonstrates the growth in our revenue, 
profitability, assets and equity over the years. Despite the COVID-19 pandemic’s effects on the global supply chain and economic 
landscape, ViTrox is resilient and devoted to long-term business profitability by providing cost-effective machine vision solutions.

Tax Policy

ViTrox supports tax policies and incentives that encourage enterprise innovation and foster economic growth. ViTrox exercises diligent 
professional care and judgement and proactively identifies, evaluates and manages tax risks. If necessary, ViTrox will seek external 
advice on any risks while adhering to the values of openness and transparency. We communicate and engage openly with local tax 
jurisdictions and promptly respond to inquiries, information and clearance requests. In FYE 2021, the tax payments by ViTrox Group 
amounted to RM5.28 million.
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Corporate Governance and Ethical Practices

Our Core Values

ViTrox’s core values, I.A.C.T.G., represent the fundamental principles of ViTrox’s shared values that guide us to think, talk and do the 
right things every day in the pursuit of both individual and company greatness. We elaborate our core values in the Our Purpose, 
Vision, Mission and Core Values section of this Report.

Our Code of Ethics

Our Code of Ethics for Directors states the standards of responsibility and obligations. It encourages fair dealing, integrity and ethical 
business conduct. The Code of Ethics for Directors is our way to set the tone and standards in articulating acceptable practices 
and guidelines of behaviours expected from directors, management team and employees that integrate into our Company-wide 
Management practices.

Whistleblowing Policy

We implement policies and procedures on whistleblowing for stakeholders of the Group to report genuine concerns or allegations 
about alleged unethical behaviour, actual or suspected fraud within the Group, or improper business conduct affecting the Group. We 
hope to achieve transparent, effective and clear communication in our organisation. More information about our whistleblowing policy 
can be found at https://vitrox.com/company/whistle-blowing-policy.php.

Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy (“ABCP”)

We have established an ABCP which applies to all directors, employees and business partners who work for and with ViTrox. The 
ABCP sets out the Group’s zero (0)-tolerance approach against all forms of bribery and corruption. An Anti-Bribery Compliance 
Committee is established under the purview of the Audit Committee to support the implementation of the ABCP.

ViTrox communicates to all ViTroxians during quarterly meetings on ViTrox ABCP, which covers all elements of corruption, including 
bribery, anti-corruption comprehensively, sanctions on non-compliance and other sub-policies. We also expect our business partners 
to follow the ViTrox ABCP in connection with their work for us. In FYE 2021, we engaged closely with our business partners regarding 
ViTrox ABCP and procedures.

Communication on ABCP and Procedures FYE 2020 FYE 2021

ViTroxians 691 807

Business partners 0 530

Total 691 1,337

In FYE 2021, ViTrox conducted training on ABCP and procedures to all ViTroxians and business partners.

Training on ABCP and Procedures FYE 2021

ViTroxians 810

Business partners 106

Total 916

The annual training on ABCP is mandatory for all ViTroxians to attend. In FYE 2021, 810 ViTroxians and 106 business partners 
completed the ABCP training. 100% of our Board has completed our annual ABCP training in FYE 2021.

ViTrox recorded zero (0) case(s) on disputes of Anti-Bribery and Corruption. 

Non-compliance with ABCP and Procedures FYE 2020 FYE 2021

Number of ViTroxians disciplined or dismissed 0 0

Cost of fines, penalties or settlements 0 0

Total 0 0
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Corporate Governance and Ethical Practices (cont'd)

Board Leadership

The Board is responsible for oversight and overall 
management of the Company as well as the delivery 
of sustainable value to the stakeholders. In discharging 
its fiduciary duties and leadership function, the 
Board has delegated specific powers of the Board to 
various relevant committees within the Board (“Board 
Committees”), the CEO and the Company’s senior 
management. The Board Committees comprise nine 
(9) Committees as at 24 March 2022 as follows:-

The Board Committees are entrusted with specific 
responsibilities to oversee the Group’s affairs, with 
authority to act on behalf of the Board in accordance 
with their respective Terms of Reference (“TOR”), 
Risk Management Framework and/or By-Laws and 
provision of the ESOS (where applicable).

As of 31 December 2021, the Board comprises three 
(3) Executive Directors and four (4) Independent, 
Non-Executive Directors. The composition of the Board 
reflects the vital independent element of 57.14% on the 
Board. 
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Audit 
Committee

Nominating 
Committee

Remuneration 
Committee

ESOS 
Committee

Risk 
Management 
Committee

Executive 
Committee

Anti-Bribery 
Compliance 
Committee

Environmental, 
Social and 

Governance 
Steering 

Committee

Share Grant 
Scheme 

Committee1

ViTrox’s 
Board of Directors
7 members, out of which:-

4 (57.14%)
Independent 

Non-executive 
Directors

2 (28.57%) 
Females

Note:-
1  Share Grant Scheme Committee was established on 3 March 2022
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APPENDIX 1 – GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI Standard Disclosure 
Number Disclosure Title Mapped

to SDGs Report Contents or Explanations Page

GRI 102:
General 
Disclosures 
2016

102-1 Name of the organisation - About ViTrox Corporation Berhad 4
102-2 Activities, brands, products, and 

services
- About ViTrox Corporation Berhad:

• Corporate Structure
• Products and Services
Please refer to our Annual Report 2021: Management 
Discussion and Analysis 

4
7
 

102-3 Location of headquarters - About ViTrox Corporation Berhad: Location of 
Headquarters

4

102-4 Location of operations - About ViTrox Corporation Berhad: Location of 
Operations

5

102-5 Ownership and legal form - About ViTrox Corporation Berhad: Corporate Structure
Please refer to our Annual Report 2021: Statistics of 
Shareholdings 

4

102-6 Markets served - About ViTrox Corporation Berhad: Markets Served 5
102-7 Scale of organisation - About ViTrox Corporation Berhad: 

• Corporate Structure
• Location of Headquarters
• Location of Operations
Please refer to our Annual Report 2021: 
• Global Presence
• Management Discussion and Analysis 
• Financial Statements

4
4
5

102-8 Information on employees and other 
workers

8 A Caring Employer: Diversity and Inclusion 58-61

102-9 Supply chain - An Accountable Purchaser: Supply Chain 
Management

33

102-10 Significant changes to the 
organisation and its supply chain

- An Accountable Purchaser: Supply Chain 
Management

33

102-11 Precautionary Principle or 
approach

- Our Sustainability Approach: Sustainability 
Governance 
Please refer to our Annual Report 2021: Statement of 
Risk Management and Internal Control

11

102-12 External initiatives - Our Sustainability Approach: Our Sustainability Goals 16

102-13 Membership of associations - About ViTrox Corporation Berhad: Membership of 
Associations

7

102-14 Statement from senior decision-
maker

- Letter from the ESG Steering Committee Chairman 8

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and 
norms of behaviour

16 About ViTrox Corporation Berhad: Our Purpose, 
Vision, Mission and Core Values
Please refer to our Annual Report 2021: Corporate 
Governance Overview Statement
Our Corporate Governance Report 2021

6

102-18 Governance structure - Our Sustainability Approach: Sustainability 
Governance
Please refer to our Annual Report 2021: 
• Profiles of Directors
• Corporate Governance Overview Statement 
Our Corporate Governance Report 2021

11

102-40 List of stakeholder groups - Our Sustainability Approach: Stakeholder Engagement 12-13
102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 8 A Caring Employer: Human Rights 62
102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders - Our Sustainability Approach: Stakeholder Engagement 12-13
102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement - Our Sustainability Approach: Stakeholder Engagement 12-13
102-44 Key topics and concerns raised - Our Sustainability Approach: 

• Our Core Themes
• Stakeholder Engagement
• Materiality Assessment

9
12-13
13-15

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated 
financial statements

- Please refer to our Annual Report 2021: Financial 
Statements

102-46 Defining report content and topic 
boundaries

- About This Report: Reporting Content, Boundaries 
and Standards

2

102-47 List of material topics - Our Sustainability Approach: 
• Our Core Themes
• Materiality Assessment

9
13-15
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APPENDIX 1 – GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI Standard Disclosure 
Number Disclosure Title Mapped

to SDGs Report Contents or Explanations Page

GRI 102:
General 
Disclosures 
2016 (cont’d)

102-48 Restatements of information - In this Report for FYE 2021, certain reported 
information has been restated to reflect better the 
sustainability agenda.

102-49 Changes in reporting - About This Report 2
102-50 Reporting period - About This Report 2
102-51 Date of most recent report - About This Report 2
102-52 Reporting cycle - About This Report 2
102-53 Contact point for questions regarding 

the report
- About This Report: Feedback 2

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance 
with the GRI Standards

- About This Report: Reporting Content, Boundaries 
and Feedback

2

102-55 GRI content index - Appendix 1: GRI Content Index 76-80
102-56 External assurance - About This Report: External Assurance 3

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and 
its Boundary

- About This Report: Reporting Content, Boundaries 
and Standards
Our Sustainability Approach: 
• Our Core Themes
• Stakeholder Engagement
• Materiality Assessment

2

9
12-13
13-15

103-2 The management approach and its 
components

- Refer to the contents of related topics

103-3 Evaluation of the management 
approach

- Refer to the contents of related topics

GRI 201: 
Economic 
Performance 
2016

201-1 Direct economic value generated and 
distributed

8, 9 A Trusted Corporation: Community Engagement 
A Sustainable Governance: Economic Performance 
Please refer to our Annual Report 2021: Financial 
Statements 

68-72
73

201-2 Financial implications and other risks 
and opportunities due to climate 
change

13 To be applied in future 

201-3 Defined benefit plan obligations and 
other retirement plans

- Please refer to our Annual Report 2021: Financial 
Statements

201-4 Financial assistance received from 
government

- Please refer to our Annual Report 2021: Financial 
Statements

GRI 202: 
Market 
Presence 2016

202-1 Ratios of standard entry level 
wage by gender compared to local 
minimum wage

5, 8 To be applied in future

ViTrox adheres to all applicable local and national laws 
and regulations in terms of compensation and benefits 
and the national minimum wage regardless of gender.

202-2 Proportion of senior management 
hired from the local community

8 A Caring Employer: Diversity and Inclusion 59

GRI 203: 
Indirect 
Economic 
Impacts 2016

203-1 Infrastructure investments and 
services supported

5, 9 A Trusted Corporation:
• Innovation and Product Excellence
• Community Engagement

65-66
68-72

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts 3, 8 An Accountable Purchaser: Supply Chain 
Management
A Trusted Corporation: Innovation and Product 
Excellence

35-37

65-66

GRI 204: 
Procurement 
Practices 2016

204-1 Proportion of spending on local 
suppliers

8 An Accountable Purchaser: Supply Chain 
Management

33

GRI 205: 
Anti-corruption 
2016

205-1 Operations assessed for risks related 
to corruption

16 A Sustainable Governance: Corporate Governance 
and Ethical Practices

74-75

205-2 Communication and training 
about anti-corruption policies and 
procedures

16 A Sustainable Governance: Corporate Governance 
and Ethical Practices

74

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and 
actions taken

16 A Sustainable Governance: Corporate Governance 
and Ethical Practices

74
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APPENDIX 1 – GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI Standard Disclosure 
Number Disclosure Title Mapped

to SDGs Report Contents or Explanations Page

GRI 207: 
Tax 2019

207-1 Approach to tax - A Sustainable Governance: Economic Performance 73
207-2 Tax governance, control, and risk 

management
- A Sustainable Governance: Economic Performance 73

207-3 Stakeholder engagement and 
management of concerns

- A Sustainable Governance: Economic Performance 73

207-4 Country-by-country reporting - The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (“OECD”) developed a country-by-
country reporting system in which the Malaysian 
government participates. Under the OECD agreement, 
this reporting information is kept with tax authorities 
who have the tax expertise to understand and assess 
this business-sensitive tax information.

GRI 302: 
Energy 2016

302-1 Energy consumption within the 
organisation

8, 12, 13 A Go-Green Practitioner: Energy Management and 
GHG Emissions

20-21

302-2 Energy consumption outside of the 
organisation

8, 12, 13 Information unavailable. Steps are being taken to 
disclose the information in future reports.

302-3 Energy intensity 8, 12, 13 A Go-Green Practitioner: Energy Management and 
GHG Emissions

21

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 8, 12, 13 A Go-Green Practitioner: Energy Management and 
GHG Emissions

18-22

302-5 Reduction in energy requirements of 
products and services

8, 12, 13 To be applied in future

GRI 303: 
Water and 
Effluents 2018

303-1 Interactions with water as a shared 
resource

6, 12 A Go-Green Practitioner: Water Management 30-32

303-2 Management of water discharge-
related impacts

6 Not applicable. Our manufacturing process does not 
produce wastewater. Our water discharge is from 
domestic use that can be discharged directly without 
undergoing any water treatment.

303-3 Water withdrawal 6 A Go-Green Practitioner: Water Management 30
303-4 Water discharge 6 To be applied in future
303-5 Water consumption 6 A Go-Green Practitioner: Water Management 30-31

GRI 304: 
Biodiversity 
2016

304-1 Operational sites owned, leased, 
managed in, or adjacent to, protected 
areas and areas of high biodiversity 
value outside protected areas

6, 14, 15 Disclosure not applicable as ViTrox does not operate 
in these areas

304-2 Significant impacts of activities, 
products, and services on biodiversity

6, 14, 15 A Go-Green Practitioner: Environmental Conservation 
and Preservation

28-30

304-3 Habitats protected or restored 6, 14, 15 Disclosure not applicable as ViTrox does not operate 
in these areas

304-4 IUCN Red List species and national 
conservation list species with habitats 
in areas affected by operations

6, 14, 15 Disclosure not applicable as ViTrox does not operate 
in these areas

GRI 305: 
Emissions 
2016

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 3, 12, 13, 
14, 15

A Go-Green Practitioner: Energy Management and 
GHG Emissions

23

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG 
emissions

3, 12, 13, 
14, 15

A Go-Green Practitioner: Energy Management and 
GHG Emissions 

23

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG 
emissions

3, 12, 13, 
14, 15

Information unavailable. Steps are being taken to 
disclose the information in future reports.

305-4 GHG emissions intensity 13, 14, 
15

A Go-Green Practitioner: Energy Management and 
GHG Emissions

23

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions 13, 14, 
15

A Go-Green Practitioner: Energy Management and 
GHG Emissions

23

305-6 Emissions of ozone-depleting 
substances (ODS)

3, 12 To be applied in future

305-7 Nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides 
(SOx), and other significant air 
emissions

3, 12, 14, 
15

To be applied in future
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Number Disclosure Title Mapped

to SDGs Report Contents or Explanations Page

GRI 306: 
Waste 2020

306-1 Waste generation and significant 
waste-related impacts

3, 6, 12 A Go-Green Practitioner: Waste Management 24-28

306-2 Management of significant waste-
related impacts

3, 6, 8, 
12

A Go-Green Practitioner: Waste Management 24-28

306-3 Waste generated 3, 6, 12, 
15

A Go-Green Practitioner: Waste Management 25

306-4 Waste diverted from disposal 3, 12 A Go-Green Practitioner: Waste Management 25-26
306-5 Waste directed to disposal 3, 6, 12, 

15
A Go-Green Practitioner: Waste Management 25

GRI 307: 
Environmental 
Compliance 
2016

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental 
laws and regulations

16 A Go-Green Practitioner: Waste Management 28

GRI 308: 
Supplier 
Environmental 
Assessment 
2016

308-1 New suppliers that were screened 
using environmental criteria

- An Accountable Purchaser: Supply Chain 
Management

33-35

308-2 Negative environmental impacts in 
the supply chain and actions taken

- Information unavailable. Steps are being taken to 
disclose the information in future reports.

GRI 401: 
Employment 
2016

401-1 New employee hires and employee 
turnover

5, 8 A Caring Employer: Talent Attraction and Retention 39-40,
46-47

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time 
employees that are not provided to 
temporary or part-time employees

3, 5, 8 A Caring Employer: Talent Attraction and Retention 38-43

401-3 Parental leave 5, 8 A Caring Employer: Talent Attraction and Retention 40-41

GRI 402: 
Labour/
Management 
Relations 2016

402-1 Minimum notice periods regarding 
operational changes 

8 We will ensure the employees are informed with 
appropriate notice periods regarding operational 
changes in ViTrox.

GRI 403: 
Occupational 
Health and 
Safety 2018

403-1 Occupational health and safety 
management system

8 A Caring Employer: Workplace Health and Safety 53-56

403-2 Hazard identification, risk 
assessment, and incident 
investigation

8 A Caring Employer: Workplace Health and Safety 53-56

403-3 Occupational health services 8 A Caring Employer: Workplace Health and Safety 51-56
403-4 Worker participation, consultation, 

and communication on occupational 
health and safety

8, 16 A Caring Employer: Workplace Health and Safety 51-56

403-5 Worker training on occupational 
health and safety

8 A Caring Employer: Workplace Health and Safety 55

403-6 Promotion of worker health 3 A Caring Employer:
• Workplace Health and Safety
• Employee Well-being

51-56
56-58

403-7 Prevention and mitigation of 
occupational health and safety 
impacts directly linked by business 
relationships

8 A Caring Employer: Workplace Health and Safety 51-56

403-8 Workers covered by an occupational 
health and safety management 
system

8 A Caring Employer: Workplace Health and Safety 53

403-9 Work-related injuries 3, 8, 16 A Caring Employer: Workplace Health and Safety 55
403-10 Work-related ill health 3, 8, 16 A Caring Employer: Workplace Health and Safety 56

GRI 404: 
Training and 
Education 
2016

404-1 Average hours of training per year per 
employee

4, 5, 8 A Caring Employer: Talent Development 48

404-2 Programmes for upgrading employee 
skills and transition assistance 
programmes

8 A Caring Employer: Talent Development 48-50

404-3 Percentage of employees receiving 
regular performance and career 
development reviews

5, 8 100% of our employees received their performance 
appraisals
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GRI 405: 
Diversity 
and Equal 
Opportunity 
2016

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and 
employees

5, 8 A Caring Employer: Diversity and Inclusion; 
A Sustainable Governance: Corporate Governance 
and Ethical Practices
Corporate Governance Overview Statement in our 
Annual Report 2021 
Our Corporate Governance Report 2021

58-59
75

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and 
remuneration of women to men 

5, 8 To be applied in future 

GRI 406: 
Non-
discrimination 
2016

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and 
corrective actions taken 

5, 8 A Caring Employer: Human Rights 62

GRI 407: 
Freedom of 
Association 
and Collective 
Bargaining 
2016

407-1 Operations and suppliers in which the 
right to freedom of association and 
collective bargaining may be at risk

8 A Caring Employer: Human Rights 62

GRI 408: 
Child Labour 
2016

408-1 Operations and suppliers at 
significant risk for incidents of child 
labour

5, 8, 16 An Accountable Purchaser: Supply Chain 
Management; 
A Caring Employer: Human Rights

33-35

61-62

GRI 409: 
Forced or 
Compulsory 
Labour 2016

409-1 Operations and suppliers at 
significant risk for incidents of forced 
or compulsory labour

5, 8 An Accountable Purchaser: Supply Chain 
Management; 
A Caring Employer: Human Rights

33-35

61-62

GRI 412: 
Human Rights 
Assessment 
2016

412-1 Operations that have been subject 
to human rights reviews or impact 
assessments

- A Caring Employer: Human Rights 61-62

412-2 Employee training on human rights 
policies or procedures

- A Caring Employer: Human Rights 61

412-3 Significant investment agreements 
and contracts that include human 
rights clauses or that underwent 
human rights screening

- Not applicable

GRI 413: 
Local 
Communities 
2016

413-1 Operations with local community 
engagement, impact assessments, 
and development programmes

- A Trusted Corporation: Community Engagement 68-72

413-2 Operations with significant actual and 
potential negative impacts on local 
communities

 2 We are not aware of any suppliers who have 
significant actual or potential social impact in FYE 
2021.

GRI 414: 
Supplier Social 
Assessment 
2016

414-1 New suppliers that were screened 
using social criteria

5, 8, 16 An Accountable Purchaser: Supply Chain 
Management

33-35

414-2 Negative social impacts in the supply 
chain and actions taken

5, 8, 16 We are not aware of any supplier who has significant 
actual or potential social impact in FYE 2021.

GRI 415: 
Public Policy 
2016

415-1 Political Contributions 16 About ViTrox Corporation Berhad: Membership of 
Associations

7

GRI 418: 
Customer 
Privacy 2016

418-1 Substantiated complaints concerning 
breaches of customer privacy and 
losses of customer data

16 In FYE 2021, there were no complaints concerning 
breach of customer privacy or loss of customer data. 

GRI 419: 
Socioeconomic 
Compliance 
2016

419-1 Non-compliance with laws and 
regulations in the social and 
economic area

16 We have not noted any non-compliance with laws and 
regulations in the social and economic area in FYE 
2019 to FYE 2021.
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